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... . toward an implernentation strategy



The force that through the green fuse drives
Drives my green age. That blast,s the roots o
Is my destroyer,
And I am dumb to tell the crooked rose
My youth is bent by the same wintry fever.

the flower
f trees

Dylan Thomas
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ÀBSTRACT

Living in a country blessed with such a dominant winter
season, it is amazing that we Canadians have not done more
to accommodate the climate ín the planning and design of our
cities" Yet, the times may be changing. It has been sug-
gested by Alvin Toffler that Lhe industrial society of which
we are a parL and which has been characterized as "engaged
in a bloody war with nature" is being supplanted by a new'
post-induslrial civilization which emphasizes "symbiosis or
harmony with the earth".l If this is true then perhaps
there is hope for better adaptation in the future. This
thesis is baèed on the premise that we are indeed shifting
from an adversary to a nonadversary posture in our relation-
ship to the natural world around us and planning for winter
fiváUiIity represents one manifestation of this new atti-
tude.

This thesis examines the wint,er Iivability concept in
terms of the arguments put forth by various wriLers acknowl-
edging that what is reguired above all is a change in atti-
tude" - ?his attitudinal perspective is further explored in
order to apprecíate how it has fluctuated over the period of
manrs development and how we can now decide on a suitable
posture for the future" Striving to increase winter liv-
ability is a direct consequence of this new attitude and the
issues which this encompaSses are categorized and systema-
tized in order to facilitate further progress. The result
is a closer link between plan and action as evidenced in a
proposed methodology which moves toward an implementation
strategy" The emerging scheme is intended to meet the chal-
lenge piesented by Norman Pressman when he states: I'Tt is
insutficient to kñow about t,he problems and changes taking
place. We must. now prepare a blueprint for action before it
is too late""2

1 Alvin Toffler, THE THIRD wAvE, william Morrow & Co. Inc,,
New York, 1980, p.290.

2 Norman Pressman, "Developing Livable glinter Cities" in
RESHAPING I.fINTER CITIES, Livable Winter City Àssocíation,
University of WaLerIoo Press, 1985, P.28"
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PREFACE

My inLerest in the winter city emerged during my under-

graduate years in architecture. Although at the time I had

no knowledge of the winter livability concept as it will be

presented here, I did have a keen interest in the develop-

ment of winter ciLies. Tn particular, I vras interested in

the characteristic called "regionalísm" aS it relates to

architecture. That is, how architectural expression has

historically been a product of site-specific forces. These

forces are generally regarded as both physical and cuIturaI.

Taken togeLher, they represent the essence of a particular

time and place, an essence which has been discernible in the

built form. This expression is normally referred to as

indigenous, vernacularr or regional architecture"s

Although cultural forces do influence indígenous archi-

tectural form, environmental influence, and more specifical-

1y, climatic influence, often dominat,es. Tn these instanc-

€s, the result is a very localized identiLy' A regional

quality in architecture reflects t.he environmental forces

that act upon it and is therefore evidence of a harmony that

has been struck between man and nature. Consequently'

3 Christian Norberg-Schulz has studied this phenomenon
extensively, labe}ling the trait as "genius loci" in his
5CMiNAT WOTK GENIUS LOCI: TOWARDS À PHENOMENOLOGY OF
ARCHITECTURE, P.ízzoLí, New York, 1980.
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northern cities should look unlike southern cities and, in

Lhe past, they often did. Yet, one would be hard pressed to

identify a regional quality in many northern cities today.a

This point has intrigued me for some time and I am grate-

fuI for the opportunity to further explore it. Although an

exploration of regionalism is not the specific purpose of

t.his thesis, it was the seed from which it grew. I have

always instínctively felt that I coincident with historical

precedent, efforts made to establish, (or re-establish), a

regional identity which reflects Iocalized cuLture and envi-

ronment, would be a step in the right direction. As it

turns out, the winter livability concept, which is being

promoted in Canada by the Livable Winter City Association,

is striving to do just that. Their ideal for a true winter

city is one which is in greater harmony with its site than

is presently the case.

The ensuing document is both a tribute to the work that

has been accomplished to dater âs weII as an attempt to fur-

ther this "winter city movement". The area that wiII be

focused ofl, and which has interested me the most, is the

apptication of winter Iivability ideas, more specifically,

the progression from idea to action. Many ideas exisL for

Tn RESHAPING WINTER CITIES: CONCEPTS' STRATEGIES AND
TRENDS (university of Waterloo Press, lr,ivable Winter City
Association, 1985, p.37) Norman Pressman has stated that
"ApparentIy, clirnatic and human responses of traditional
cultures have influenced older, historic cities to a much
greater extent when technological change and social
change were slow than they have our ovtn contemporary
cities and buildings in an era of extraordinary rapid
change. tt

vi i i
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improving winter livability

Neither is it In my vlew.

response.

****

an acceptable

are implemented. Why

is difficult to under-

yet few

ta kenmore positive steps are not

stand. Walter Hn Kehm asks:

Is it a lack of awareness? Lack of wiII? tack
imagination? Perhaps people don't perceive
problem. They have always lived with it so
change? Simply endure. In my view endurance
not a defense nor is it an acceptable response.

of
a

vrhy
is

5

This document is meant to provide

*****rk**

There is little doubt that any person who endeavours to

put thoughts on paper expresses more than just a particular

point of view. rnevitably, individual biases emerge as well

be they culturally or intellectually ingrained. This doc-

ument proves no exception. However this is not an apologet-

ic note, since absolute objectivity is not only unattainable

but may be undesirable as wel1. In fact it is primarily the

subjective component of such explorations which oftentimes

stimulates discourse and intellectual growth. A particular

bias, therefore, is not to be assumed as automatically neg-

ative. Indeed, the reverse may be true, since acknowledging

such bias may prove edifying to the work that follows.

with this expectation, it must be duly noted that three

obvious biases permeate this thesis. They may be labelled

as¡

5 wal-ter H. Kehm, "The Landscape
City", in RESHAPING WINTER CITIES'

ix

of the Livable Winter
p.57.
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Archítect,ural Based on my background, I have a spe-

ciat affinity for, and optimistic faith in, the cre-

ative mind and its ability to accomplish creative

problem-solving. It is assumed throughout this work

that creative solutions wiIl materialize if the means

for implementation are present.

Ecological I view man as part of a system within

which aII things are interrelated and carry this whol-

istic view into other realms of knowledge as wel].

Interdependency is a natural phenomenon.

Scientífíc Specifically related to technique, T

have a strong belief in logical process and scientific

methodology, in spite of. the apparent dichotomy that

it establishes with respect to the first bias men-

tioned. I feel that even creaLívity can follow logical

process.

3.

****rr******:t

There is one other area in which I invariably express a

strong personal bias that is, toward those who have sup-

porfed and assisted me in my endeavours. To these, ! am

extremely grateful and acknowledge their contributions

forthright.
I thank first and foremost my advisor, Professor BasiI

Rotoff, for his dedicated study of my work and insightful

criticisms. I greaÈIy appreciated his interest and support.

Thanks are extended as well to my readers, Professors John

x



Welch and Harlyn Thompson for their advice and understand-

lng 
"

I am also very grateful to my fe1low students for their
encouragement and companionship, especially in the last few

months when relief from the pressure became such a necessi-

ty" I must also acknowledge the countless hours expended by

my sister, Yvette, whose typing skiIIs helped transform a

mass of scribblings into a presentable manuscript.

Finally, I would like to thank my family for their reas-

surance and optimism which continually helped me renevr faith
in myself. Ànd thanks of course to Gwen, for everything.

x1
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION¡ STÀTEMENT OF PURPOSE

The solution l-ies in
in spite of it.1

living with the climate, not

Boris CuIjaL and Ralph Erskine

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the concept of

winter 1ívability, outlining and categorizing the issues

involved, Ieading to a suggested method for dealíng with the

application of these ideas.

Planning for winter livability, in its strictest form, is

a strategy that can be traced to prehistoric times where it

was originally concerned with adaptation to hostile environ-

ments as a matter of survival" However' winter Iivability'

as it will be used here, is a fairly recent term which deals

with much more than man's ability to survive the elements.

In fact, it presupposes survivability and focuses on the

quality of tife in human set!lements located within northern

latitudes. This chapter will attempt to encapsulate t.his

subject matter. rt will not be dealing directly with spe-

cific issues Lhat emerge from winter Iivability (tfrat witl

Boris CuIjat and Ralph Erskine, "Climate-Responsive Social
Space! A Scandinavian Perspective", ENVTRONMENTS, A Jour-
na1 of Interdisciplinary Studies, University of Waterloo,
vol. 15, no.2, '1983, p.22.

1-
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be covered later), but rather, wiII expound on the concept

in a general fashion, outlining its appropriateness as a

city planning thesis. The intent is to present the neces-

sary groundwork from which the proceeding chapters wiIl

unfold.

This chapter will begin, then, with a precis of the win-

ter livability concept, outlining the main arguments, the

perceived problems, and a selected focus for this thesis.

This wiIl be followed with an elaboration on the definition

of Iivability, stating what exactly it encompasses and what

are the variables involved, emphasizing, of course, the win-

ter season. From this discourse, the connection between

winter Iivability and the urban context wilI be explained

since the thesis itself will focus on the city. In order to

further clarify this relationship, the chapter wiII end with

a section that deals with the role of the planner in order

to determine his sphere of influence in promoting winter

livability"
The end result should present the reader with a clear

outline of this Lhesis, the general intent and purpose

behind the select.ion of this topic, and the specific orien-

tation which will provide direction through the successive

chapters 
"
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1 .1 Problem Statenent

Canada is among the coldest counLries in the world' sec-

ond only in fact to the USSR,2 yet Canadian cities have been

planned with little or no consideration for the winter sea-

son. John C" Royle' one of the original promoters of the

winter livability concepL in Canada, makes the point more

strongly. "We Iive in badly designed cities and communities

badly designed in terms of t,heir adaptation to our c1i-

mate and decline to insist that our architects and plan-

ners do better by us."3 In effect, we do our best to ignore

the climate which results not only in a maladjustmenL to the

environment but the waste of a potential resource as weII.

I! is this attitude which Royle characterizes as a "co1d-

climate mentality", which must be overcome if we hope to

transform winter's negative image into something more posi-

tive. The attitude which must prevail is best articulated

by Eberhard Zeidler. "Not at1 cities have a winter. It is

something special. Something that on our continent only

northern cities have. VÍinter is something to enjoy; not

something to escape ' " 
4

2 The annual mean temperature in the USSR is 2 degrees C.
compared to 3"3 degrees C. in Canada according to the
Àtmospheric Environment Service of Environment Canada as
cited-by vaI werier in "The Liveable (sic) winter City",
HÀBITAT, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Ottawa,
voI.26, no.3, 1983, p.31.

3 John c. Royle, "The Challenge of Being Northern",
RESHAPING WINTER CITIES: CONCEPTS, STRATEGIES AND TRENDS'
Norman Pressman, ed., University of Waterloo Press, Liv-
able Winter City Association, 1985, P.19.

a Eberhard Zeid1er, "Creating a Livable Winter City",

îù
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In essence,the rationale for promoting winter Iivability

Iies in the argument that our cit.ies, because they do not

properly address the climate, are not only uncomfortable for

the individual but inefficient as weIl. VaI Werier has

stated that "Canadian cities have been planned as íf winter

vrere a fleeting phenomenon."5 The evidence of this is both

visual and experiential with the implication that a true

winter city should look and function differently than a sun-

belt cíty. Yet, "the skyline of Calgary is not unlike that

of Dallas, Texas. Suburban homes in r^Tinnipeg are similar in

design and colour to those in semi-tropical Los Angeles."6

Along with this visual evidence are experiences such as

traversing ". . ,Montreal's PIace ViIle Marie, Torontors

Bloor-and-Youngr oF Winnipeg's Portage-and-Main, with paral-

izing streams intensified by the funnelling effect produced

by tall buildings."7 What this suggests is that we plan and

design our cities in accordance with concepts that have been

developed in the Southr âs if there were no difference in

climatic conditions. Yet the repercussions of this indif-

ference, âs evidenced above, are severe enough to warrant a

re-evaluation of this attitude.

RESHAPING WINTER CITIES, p.79.
s werier, "The Liveable Winter City", HABITAT, p"31.
6 i bid.
7 John C. Royle, "How To Make

ter", CANADTAN GEOGRAPHTC, The
Society, vol.104, no.1 , veb/uar

Cities More Livable In Win-
Royal Canadian Geographical

1984, p.21 
"
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Furthermore, the argument is strengthened when we begin

to recognize the psychological and behavioural influences of

climate on man. According to Norman Pressman, individuals

in some northern latitudes spend as much as 70e" of. the total

annual hours indoors. Looking strictly at the winter months

this figure can be as high as 95>". In other words, "t,he

rhythm of urban Iife often varies with respect to climate

and the different seasons. The northern Iifestyle is sea-

sonally variable and is highly reflective of 'climatic real-

ity'."8 Consequently, if socialization patterns are differ-

ent from North to South, plans, designs, and policies should

mirror those differences in order to achieve their own "cIi-
matic reality. "

Promoting winter tivability then, is an attempt to

reverse past trends by better accommodating the climate in

the planning and design of our cities wíth the understanding

that doing so wilI not only make winter cities more comfor-

table places to Iive but more efficient urban entities as

wel-1.

Recent years have borne witness to a growing awareness of

the need to achieve this goaI. Às well, there have been

positive steps taken in that direction, although the ground

here has barely been broken. Evidence of the types of

achievements Lhat can be realized are to be found in North

America, Europe, and even Asia. In Canada' numerous exam-

ples exist such as the following three examples outlined by

I Pressman, "InLroduction", RESHAPING WINTER CITIES' p.14.
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RoyIe.

Fermont, a sub-Arctic guebec town of some 3000
people, has a mixed-use "windscreen" building
running more than a kilometer long and three
to five storeys tall, designed as a wall to
shield the town from winter winds. The build-
ing provides climate-controlled access to aIl
thã lown's amenities and services, including
schools.

o The new Rideau Street Transit ¡lall in downtown
Ottawa has several blocks of glass-covered
sidewalks and bus stops with sliding 9lass
panels that can be opened for sunshine and
óIosed for bad weather. These are believed to
be the world's first weather-controlled side-
walks on so large a scale.

o Regina and Saskatoon have master plans to make
themselves model winter cities. Their intent
is to turn the year around, Putting heavier
emphasis on outdoor winter activities" Hence-
toittr summertime parks and playgrounds would
get a smaller proportion of their recreation
budgets " e

Even from these three examples we can see that winter

livabilíty sLrategies can cover the gamut from small-scaIe

design to master plan policies and can be concerned with

offering protection from the elements or with promoting win-

ter recreationat opportunities. The premise underlying this

"winter city movement" Suggests that a bett,er acknowledge-

ment and understanding of the winter season combined with

creaLive and innovative approaches both at the project level

and in planning and development policies can transform win-

ter from a punitive force into a tamer, f.tiendlier element.

e Royle,
CANÀÐIAN

"How To Make Cities More Lívable ln Winter",
GEOGRÀPHIC, PP.21 ,22.
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Spearheading Lhis drive is a recently formed Canadian

organization, the Livable Winter City Association (f,WCe) 
'

wit,h a self-imposed mandate to act as a vehicle for the

exchange of ideas and information, Lo promote research into

winter related issues, and to attempt to influence the pub-

Iic and politicians toward changes in urban design and

municipal poticies. Such changes are Iong overdue, particu-

Iarly in Canada because of the length and severity of our

winters.

The LWCA drew its inspiration from Ralph Erskine, a

gritish-born architect practicing in Stockholm, who began,

about 35 years ago, to design and promote structures that

took account of the northern climate. (fhe "windscreen"

principle used in Fermont is based on his ideas.) rn Minne-

apolis, Ðr. witliam C. Roger,s began promoting the winter

city concept back in Lg77 and has since organized two con-

ferences and has written and spoken extensively on the sub-

ject, In Canada the LWCÀ was founded by John C. Royle

(among others) in early 1983 and the movement is novr firmly

entrenched across Canada having garnered the support of

numerous well-known architects and planners. It has since

sponsored publications and research as well as a national

student competition on winter Iivability.

Following these initiatives, the purpose of this thesis

is twofold.
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o On the one hand it will present an overview of winter

livability, outlining the details of what is to many¡ âD

unfamiliar concepL,

o on the other hand it will offer a planning methodology

through which further winter Iivability ideas may

achieve fruition.
The overall intent can best be characterized as organíza-

tional. In the former instance, by categorizing the major

directions and trends that may be discerned in the estab-

lished quest to achieve winter livability. In the latter

instance, by formulating a strategy for a unified approach

to solving winter Iivability dilemmas.

In RESHÀPING WINTER CITIES: CONCEPTS, STRATEGIES ÀND

TRENDS, (1985), Norman Pressman has stated that:

The aim of this book is not be provide "ultimate"
solutions for specific communities or countries.
Instead, it is to describe a general and broad-
based approach toward improving livability in cit-
ies from which various localities with their
respective site and culture specific issues can
derive guidelines for redevelopments and policies.
It is this more generalized conceptual basis which
can serve as a framework for enhancing the quality
of community Iife.ro

This thesis strives to complement that 9oa1 by suggesting a

method by which various localities can adapt the guidelines

they choose as appropriate to their particular context. In

other words, the result should be what Pressman calls a

"blueprint for action" 1 1 without detailing the specific

I 0 Pressman, "Introduction", RESHAPING WINTER CITIES, p.16"

citi€s", RESHAPTNG1 1 ldem.,
WINTER

"Developing Livable Winter
CITIES, p"16"
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action, but raLher, by supptying a mechanism through which a

host of innovative ideas may achieve fruition.

The rationale for this approach is both logical and prac-

tical Logically, it is important to the development of new

ideas to provide a vehicle through which they may progress

beyond the idea stage into reality. The greatest of innova-

tions are meaningless if there exists no organizational

means to implement them. While it may be possible to estab-

lish a specific procedure to accommodate a specific idea,

the result is unidirectional. The establishment of a gener-

alized strategy that can accommodate a variety of ideas

paves the way for a more concerted effort"

On the practical side, methodology appears to be Lhe area

of greatesl concern. As Pressman has stated:

We have accumulated a significant body of litera-
ture and know-how dealing with technological,
social and environmentaf issues and impacts of
development in winter latitudes" The critical work
wilI be in the t,ranslation of the criteria into
urban desigDS, community organizations and devel-
opment policies. ".1 

2

WhiIe there is always room for more innovative winLer Iiv-

ability schemes and it is hoped that efforts continue in

this direction, it is appropriate at this time to look more

closely at vrays of implementing these ideas. Yet it is

acknowledged that we cannot look productively at procedural

measures without first carefully examining the specific

issues that arise from the winter livability concept and

suggestions that have been proposed for ameliorating specif-

12 Ibid. , p"27 ,
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ic situations. Such is the dual nature of this thesis: an

examination of where we presently stand followed by a sug-

gested means of improving future "product delivery".

This thesis follows a four chapter format, the first

chapter providing the introductory information required to

fully comprehend the concept. Àfter this introduction' some

background information is supplied. Here I a theoretical

foundation concerning the man/nature relationship is

explored in order to present a conceptual- framework from

which winter Iivability proposals may be evalua|ed. This is

followed by chapter three which outlines the main issues

involved in winter Iivability, categorizing and systematiz-

ing them as a way of organizing a future implementation

strategy. The next and final chapter establishes the

remaining groundwork which is required before the strategy

can emerge. It synthesizes this information into a strategy

for implementing future winter tivability proposals with the

hope that such a strategy may prove useful for a number of

winter cities.

1.2 glinter f,ivabilitv
It vras mentioned earlier that the winter livability con-

cept concerns itself vtith the qualiÈy of life in northern

climates. While this is certainly the case, the statement

is incomplete, There are many vrays of adding to the degree

of human comfort that would be quite inappropriate when

4&
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viewed against the philosophical backdrop from which the

winter tivability idea emerged. Placing a dome over an

entire city, for exampler ilâY be high1y effective but would

be contrary to the winter city concept which does not pro-

mote the overpowering of nat,ure, ôt ]east, not to such an

extent.

In short, the concept stems from an ecological perspec-

tive which suggests that man must regain a sense of coexis-

tence with nature rather than being in opposition to it.

However, ín Iight of the highly urbanized context within

which winter livability schemes are to be introduced, the

term "coexistence" may be misleading. It is not meant to

imply a regression Loward some romanticized vision of a more

primitive lifestyle. Rather, coexistence strives for recog-

nition and subsequent action which responds logically to Lhe

influential effect of climate. Ecologist Eric R. Pianka

calls for an "ethic of equilibri.ttnttl3 which urges a sense of

proportion in thinking about our place in nature. rhis con-

cept along with other theoretical perspectives on the man/

nature relatíonship is further explored in Chapter II. Suf-

fice it to say at this point that winter livability strives

Lo improve human comfort in v¡ays that acknowledge, accommo-

date, and even take advantage cf Site-specific winter condi-

tions which can, at times, be deemed as somewhat less than

cordial.

3 Fred Plog and Ðaniel G.
Second Edition, AIfred A
p.80.

Bates,
Knopf

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY,
Inc, , New York, 1980,

¿a.F
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Broadening the spectrum of human comfort in such an envi-

ronment is a complex issue which, in its simplest form, is

best characterized as involving a dual approach: increasing

the enjoyment of winter's positive aspects, and protecting

from the negative ones. By doing So¡ an increased Sense Of

livability is to emerge which Hans Blumenfeld has described

as being comprised of safety, prosperity, variety, accessí-

bility, and beauty. 14 This dual approach requires a better

understanding of the climate and its impact on man and can

thereby be seen as increasing manrs ability to coexist with

nature. Yet, âS Stated by Pressman, "these are two extreme-

opposite positions which suggest that critical to planning

for northern climates is the provision of choice."1s

The key to providing choiee can be seen also as the fac-

tor which introduces a degree of quality to the straLegies.

This can result by combining the two approaches, That is,

increasing the enjoyment of winter's positive aspects, such

as promoting recreational opportunitiesr câIt be accomplished

in a manner that offers some protection as well. Similarly'

offering protection from winter's negative aspectsu such as

glass covered urban spaces, should still offer some degree

of contact with nature, if only visualIy. Therefore, in

1 4 Hans BLumenfeld , " Problems of Winter in the CiLy",
RESHAPI NG !,f I NTER CI TI ES ' p .47 .

15 Pressman has labelled these two positions as;
1. Do Not Overprotect Man from Nature, and
2. Offer as Much Protection from the Elements as Pos-

sible;
see "Introduction", RESHAPING WINrER CITIES' p.15.
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spite of their different emphases, enjoyment and protection

are winter livability goals that should be addressed simul-

taneously though not necessarily with equal importance at

any one Lime. While this may appear straightforward, the

comptexity emerges when attempting to ascertain the propor-

tion that should be struck and the manner in which the fac-

tors may be emphasized or de-emphasized. The variables

which must be addressed can be said to faII into three cat-

egories"

Firstly, the specific climate must be analyzed in detail.
glinter cities have been defined as "places where the average

January Lemperature is 32 degrees F. (0 degrees C.) or cold-

er."16 But in spite of this common trait, winter cities

vary greatly in climate. Pressman states that to some cit-

ies, " ". "t¡rinter is associated with heavy snowfall or intense

cold, while to others it may be related to darkness (cities

close to the Arctic circle) and slush mixed with rain and

Snow."17 Consequently, what comprises winter IívabiIíty

wí11 vary from city to city, some having very similar

requirements, and others having little in common" And as

winter livability proposals become more site-specific it

will also be necessary to analyze the particular micro-

climates that exist within each locality.

16 Pressman, "Developing Livable Winter Cit,i€S", RESHAPING
WINTER CITIES, p.28 

"

17 rbid"
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The second variable to consider is the user the person

or group for whom winter livability is being sought. Basi-

caI1y, winter livability means different things to different

people. Obviously, developing opportunities for winter rec-

reational activities for pre-school children wiIl vary

greatly from what may be offered for senior citizens. Simi-

Iarly, the amount of protection required by those tvro groups

wiII vary in scope and degree. Furthermore, as a component

of the designated user groups, the type of activity being

contemplated must also be addressed. Achieving winter liv-

abiJ,ity for motorists as opposed to pedestrians, for exam-

ple, ínvolves a shift of emphasis. Ànd enjoyment of the

winter may manifest itself in both passive and active oppor-

tunities each of which requires a different strategy.

CIearIy, the type of user and acti.vity is a complex issue

which warrants careful analysis.

The third variable which must be acknowledged when

attempting Lo provide winter Iivability is the mechanism for

change. In other words, the method by which the strategies

may achieve fruition. The winter livability concept is not

preoccupied with utopian ideals, it is concerned with

applied action. As such, the existing political, bureau-

cratic, and economic systems cannot be ignored. Conceiving

ingenious proposals can be a futile effort if the means of

implementation have not been properly addressed. Careful

consideration must be given to all the forces, PFo and con'
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that act upon the implementation process within any given

local i ty .

If there is any measure of a plan's success, it is
the degree to which it is put to use. One
way to ensure that (a plan does not end up on the
shelf) is to bear in mind during the plan's formu-
lation, the laws, institutions and financial
agreements available for implementing it. The pro-
cess of recommending actions must include consid-
eration of the means by which they are to be car-
r ied out. I 8

This is noL to say that only a conservative approach

should be pursued, buÈ rather, that a thoughtful acknowl-

edgemenL of existing plans, Policies, Iegislation, political

and bureaucratic struct,ures, budge¡-s, etc. , (as well as

technological capabilities), can determine the most appro-

priate means of interjecting new strategies. Even if dras-

tic changes ín Lhe existing system are recommended, the man-

ner in which these changes can occur must be addressed.

Increasing project feasibility is the objective of such an

endeavour while lending more credibility to any winter liv-

ability proposal.

In short then, ' winter livability' is concerned wiLh

increasing the human comfort zone and optimizing the quality

of Iife in winter cities" It attempts to achieve this by

promoting the positive aspects of the winter season while

offering protection from the negative ones, bearing in mind

that the provision of choice is crucial. This requires the

t,houghtful addressing of three types of variables: the

I I John s. wiIIson, Philip Tabas, Marian Henneman,
COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING ANÐ THE ENVIRONMENT: A MANUAL FOR
PLANNERS, Abt Books, Cambridge, 1979, p.155.
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site-specific climatic factors, the particular user group

and activity, and the method of implementation.ls rhis Lhe-

sis focuses on the last of these three points while acknowl-

edging the progress that has been made in the other two.

1.3 The Urban Context

It is clear that the winter Iivability concept, in its

underlying motivation, reflects a concern for the welfare of

the individual. In this sense, the physical context may

vary without compromising the objectives. Human comfort is
the primary issue regardless of whether the backdrop is a

small northern community or a large urban center" Yet the

fact that human comfort hinges on the immediate environment

necessitates a closer look at man's self-made habitat,.

It has been suggested that winter cities are poorly

adapted to the climate.2o The fact that these advanced

urban settlements do not, to any great extent, offer equally

advanced winter Iivability conditions when compared to

smaller settLements suggests a malfunctioning in the urbani-

zation process. It is this harsh critique of the manner in

which cities function that warranLs a closer examination of

1e This represents a somewhat simplistic breakdown of
ables. There are other factors to consider as well
complicate efforts to categorize the issues neaLIy.
problem is explored further in Chapter III.

vart-
which

Thi s

20 See Royle, I'The Challenge of Being Northern", RESHAPING
WINTER CITIES, p.19i and VaI Werier, "Introduction", THE
WINTER CITY, A Conference sponsored by the Canadian Hous-
ing Design Council in co-operation with the Continuing
Education Division, Urìiversity of Manitoba, Winter, 1982,
p.-1 .

!!¡
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the urban context.

In the introduction to THE WINTER CITY, which is com-

prised of the transcripts of a 1982 conference on winter

Iivability held in Winnipeg, VaI Vlerier has stated that:

The effects of sun, wind and low temperatures have
not been adequately considered in the environment
of the winter city. The profile of Canadian cit-
ies is similar to those 1,000 miles southr â5 if
there were no difference in climatic conditions.2r

I t is important to understand vrhy this has occurred.

Although the collective influence of numerous forces are

responsible for this lack of regional identity, the fact

Lhat it is a widespread phenomenon can be traced to a common

characteristic. Boris Culjat and Ralph Erskine have pointed

out that:
Cold climate areas of the earth are, at the pres:
ent time, also the areas with highly developed
economies. Typically, the influence of climate,
and generally the natural environment, has tended
to be ignored. High-tech society has the means to
overcome the restraints of the inhospitable natu-
ral environment with technological- means and
inducement of energy. 22

In other words, the short answer is that vre have ignored the

climate in the design of our cities because we have had the

money and the means Lo do so. However, this does not pres-

ent the total picture. It explains how we have managed to

ignore the climate without clearly explaining why. A broad-

er perspective is necessary"

21 Werier, "Introduction", THE wINTER CITY, p.1 .

Social Space",22 CuIjat and Erskine,
ENVIRONMENTS, Þ.13.

"Climate-Responsive
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Two manifestations of money and technology which offer

deeper insights into an urbanization process that has large-

Iy ignored the climate are the automobile and the media.

The automobile s¡as a culprit on two counts" Firstly, it

allowed large distances to be travelled quickly and effi-

ciently. Urban man no longer had to live near his place of

work, which in itself is not bad. However, it had a neg-

ative side effect: as commuting became possible, urban

sprawl resulted. The vast arterial network connecting the

satellite communities with the downtown drastically trans-

formed the urban fabric. The spread of suburbia countered

densification which would be the more logical strategy in a

cold climate. Secondly, the automobile provided man with a

mobile cocoon, a sheltered environment from which he could

escape the elements, Provided a car was available (and that

it would start), man could travel in relative comfort even

at 40 degrees below zero. As stated by Len Vopnfjord

"...the availability of warm individual models of transpor-

tation dealt a severe blow to the malicious intent of "Old

Man Winter" and obviated the necessity of fundament,al change

to the form of the city."zs This reinforced an urbanization

process heavily weighted in favour of the automobile.

An urbanization process which tended to ignore the cIi-

mate y¡as also the result of a strong influence by the media,

which, like the automobile, is an outcrop of money and tech-

23 Leonard w.
CITV, p.11 .

Vopnfjord, "The Planner's Role", THE wINTER
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nology. Through astounding advances in communications

(primarily television), virtually the entire cold climate

population ís made aware of a different and appealing lifes-

tyle available to those in the "sunbeft" areas. John Royle

has stated that "those who must contend with harsh climate,

or who live in isolated communities lacking amenities and

opportunity, are made fully painfully aware of their

disadvantages."24 The result is misguided emulation which

strives to duplicate what is considered to be the good life

and creates maladaption instead. This accounts for the lack

of a regionaL identity and why, âs stated by Val Werier,

"suburban homes in Winnipeg are similar in design and colour

to those in semi-t,ropical Los Àngeles."25 Thus, advances in

communications technology have also contributed to a city

form which is much more suited to an altogether different

c I imate .

There is no doubt that available energy and technology

has encouraged urban growth in a manner that virtually

ignores the clirnaLe and there is Iittte doubt that winter

cities can, with difficulty, cont,inue this trend. HovÍever,

it is nolr apparent that the cost of such an approach is rap-

idly becorning prohibitive. It took the energy crisis of the

mid seventies to expose our vulnerability. The consequence

is aptly described by Blanche van Ginkel.

24 Royle, "The Challenge of Being Northern", RESHAPING
WINTER CITIES, p"19.

2s werier, rrThe Liveable Winter City", HABTTAT, p.31 .
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Today, notwithstanding that aII tools and
materials are available throughout the world, to
ignore the demands of climate is perilous. It is
possible to heat any building in the Arctic and to
èool any building in the tropics, but it is ques-
tionable whether survival should depend on so
flimsy a thread and at such great cost.26

The cost is both personal and national. On a personal level'

lhe increasing energy costs are borne by the consumer, while

on a national level, increasing costs are resulting in an

exodus to sunbelt areas. Says John Roy1e: "The continuing

flow of population, industry and buying power from the frost

belt to the sun belt requires northern communities to become

more livable to compete." Yet, he goes on to say that the

energy crunch has taught us that change is possible. "we

can revamp our communities and our lifestyles for our ov¡n

good. tt 2 7

Urban planning and management have to date been influ-

enced primarily by factors not in accordance with climatic

appreciation. It. has been said that "to the extent that it

is considered at aII, nature is viewed largely as an econom-

ic constraint on use."28 This approach can be altered, but

Fuch change requires a fundamental restructuring of att.i-

tudes. And this is surely the crux of planning for winter

Iivability affecting changes in attitude toward our cli-

mate. Such changes can then result in new methods of urban

26 Blanche Lemco van GinkeI, I'Introduction", ENVIRONMENTS.

Royle, "How To Make Cities More Livable In I'linter",
CANADIAN GEOGRAPHIC, P. 25.

Willson, et a1., COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING AND THE
ENVIRONMENT , p.2.

27

28
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planning and management which in turn wí1I add a dimension

to human comfort. The first step to increasing winter liv-

abílity must therefore be psychological, and psychological

transformation can Iead to fundamental changes in urban

development and design"

Effecting shifts in attitudes can be a formidable task,

requiring a strong commitment on the parL of policy-makers

and planners who must take a leadership role both in facili-

tating the implementation of thoughtful winter livabitity

strategies as well as in public education. And while it is

acknowledged that such action be iniLiated in urban and non-

urban areas alike, the focus must be on the urban context

since many rural communities, victims themselves of misguid-

ed emulation, look to the city as a role model.

1"4 The Role of the PLanner

I f changes are to occur within the urban context such

that the product is a more livable winter city, then the

planner must necessarily play a vital role. As his title

suggesLs, the planner's task is to map out a plan of acLion,

one that can lead to fundamental change when implemenÈed.

We are speaking here of planners vrorking within a bureau-

cratic system be it at the federal' provincial, or municipal

levelo Indeed, a concerted effort between all three is the

ideal route, although significant progress can be realized

at each leveI individually. The most appropriate coordinat-



ed strategy however, is subject to debate"

is not to discuss the various roles of the

rather, to expound on the role of the planner

and his relation to the other professionals who

selves in a position to effect change"

rn an address entitled "The Planner's

Winter City conference in 1982, Leonard w.

Planner f or Lhe City of l.Tinnipeg), stated:

22

The intent here

planner, but

in general,

find them-

RoIe" given at The

Vopnfjord (Cfrief

Às a planner, ilY rofe is to anticipate the needs
and desíres of the people. Where is the ground-
swel1 of popular support for the construction of a
winter city? What are the people telling me about
their needé and desires to better adapt to winter?
Very little,

He goes on to conclude:

1t is therefore neither my role nor my inclination
to suggest radical alterations Èo the shape of
this City" I do support, however, some less dra-
matic steps more in keeping with the expectations
of the citizenry and within the economic realities
of our times. 2 e

This approach, if presented as the voice of a particular

planner, is merely a matter of professional debate. How-

ever, since it is presented, to some extentr ês representa-

tive of the stand of a sizable majority within the planning

profession, it must be more carefully scrutinized. Certain

points may be contended.

There is no doubt that the role of the professional plan-

thingsr 3o an ability "to antici-ner requires, among other

2s vopnfjord, "The Planner's RoIe", THE wTNTER CrTY, P.12.
30 T.r.Gunton, tor example, in an article entitled rrThe Role

of the Professional PIanner", identifies and evaluates
eight alternative roLes including: planners as technoc-
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pate the needs and desires of the people". However it does

not follow that strong public support must be present before

action can take place" (After all, minority rights are to

be acknowledged as weII.) The key word is "anticipate".

AnticipatÍng needs and desires implies an abitity to make

decisions based on insight and perception. It is the plan-

ner's rol-e Lo act professionalty on behalf of the citizenry

based on his knowledge of the situation, which should most

certainly be be a more educated opinion than that of the

public aL large. The planner is. much more than a weather-

vane to public opinion, he must show leadership, while cer-

tainly keeping in mind such things as the "economic reali-

ties of our times".

This is not to say that the planner should necessarily be

suggesting "radical alterations" to the shape of the city"

That is not the point. In fact, the approach suggested by

Mr. Vopnfjord of small incremental steps is a very valid

strategy. The point is simply that the strategy selected

need not be dictated by a strong public outcry. The planner

can, to a large extent, be a public educator. Through his

actions, public awareness can be achieved. A Iifestyle

based on a strong dependency on fossil fuels and a general

disregard to the natural forces of the environment has been

nurtured for over 200 years (since the Industrial Revo1u-

rats, public servants, referees, advocates, bureaucrats,
state agents, social learners, and social reformers.
Vopnfjord's statemenL aligns itself with the role of the
planner as public servant. (See CANAÐIAN PUBLIC
ÁourNIsrRÀTIoN; voL.27 , no.3, FaII 1 984, pp.399-417 .l

#
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tion). Such ingrained attitudes do not change on their own.

There must be education and leadership, both of which can be

provided by the professional planner through a concerted

effort with other professionals whose roles are linked to

plann i ng .

Chief among these is the politician, the elected official

who, more than any other actor involved, is visibly accoun-

table for his actions. Consequently, and quite understanda-

bly, political decisions' generally fraught with hesitancy,

tend to avoid the extremes. New ideas must be accompanied

by a very convincing argument and it is here that the plan-

nerrs role is crucial. He must present his case strongly

enough to convince elected officials that to act upon these

new ideas is ín their own best interest. In other words,

that such action wilI ultimately receive strong public

approval Making our cities more livable in winter must be

deemed as a worthwhile and necessary endeavour and planners

are in the best position to do the convincing. Politicians,

however, must be willing to listen.

If politicians do become convinced, the resuft will be

manifested in policy and plan formulation. Following speci-

fied policy and direction, other professionals, such as

architects, engineers, transportation specialists' etc. ' can

implement winter livability schemes. This is the assumed

logical process. However, the reverse procedure can also be

highly effective" If these private professionals, acting on

diif
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their own initiatives, promote schemes that begin to achieve

increased winter Iivabitityr SUCh actions may influence

political support by having established, through example, a

level of success. Nothíng is more appealing to a politician

than to lend support to a proven successful cause. There-

fore, professionals in the private fietdr Cârl aISo assume a

leadership role.
Wherever the initiative is to emerge, the planner, medi-

ating between public and private interests, between the

designer and bureaucracy, is destined to be a prominent

actor in the winter citY scenario.

1.5 Conc lusion

Life can be pretty miserable in a northern city. No one

who has spent a winter in one would deny that fact. Yet

neither would they deny that these cities also possess a

particular beauty and charm which cannot be duplicated else-

where" The challenge is to optimize the positive features

white mitigating the negative ones. Doing so improves win-

ter Iivability.
There is a need for improvement in this area, that is

certain, but so what? ...where do we go from here? Many

interest groups clamour for urban improvements" In order to

produce the necessary action, the case must be presenled

such that the goals of winter livability become priorities

in the minds of those who are in a position to effect

change. Consequently, it must be shown that:
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1" it is possible to improve the situation,

2. there is a means to ímplement changes effectively and

efficiently'
3. there is a high price to pay not to do soo

Demonstrating that improvement is possible can be accom-

plished by research and experimentation oEr preferably' by

actual- case studies" FortunatelY, due to the efforts pro-

duced by winter city pioneers, many wint,er livability ideas

have been implemen|ed in towns and cities both in NorLh

Àmerica and abroad, enough to give ample credence to this

first premise that improvement is possible. Some exam-

ples of these achievements were cíted earlier and more are

highlighted in a later chaPter.

By these same efforts, it has been shown that changes

which bring about improvement can be implemented both effec-

tively and efficientty. Yet the means to achieve this have

been localized, varying with each situation. Àt times it has

resulted from public initiative, other times, PEivate;

guidelines have been at times suggested or legislated, and

so on. Development of a generalized methodology for the

implementation of winter Iivability ideas would strengthen

the winter city concept, Decision-makers would then be in a

position to envision the rnanner in which improvements would

unfold. This thesis is a step toward that goal.

It must be acknowledged that, ât times, action by

decision-makers will not take place until such time that it
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can be proven to be detrimental not to do so. This may

arise either through the realization that the benefits by

far outweigh the costs or as a result of strong public sup-

port for such action. If both are present then the case

becomes virtually impossible to ignore. John C. Royle in an

article entitted "The Challenge of Being Northern" has stat-

ed that:
My first question. is whether northerners recognize
that thei r cooL/cold countries are engaged in a
contest with warm/hot countries to attract or hold
population human masses that should develop
into huge markets for goods and the source of much
of the labour to produce the goods for all the
worId.3 1

Such arguments, backed by research, strengthen the cost-

benefit approach (and more are needed) while education and

awareness programs wiIl help garner public support. Efforts

in these areas are critical to the success of the winter

city campaign.

In this Iight, establishing a methodological strategy'

that is, a format for instigating change, must be seen as

only a partial requirement in the endeavour to create a true

winter city.

3I Royle, "The Challenge of Being Northern", RESHAPING
WINTER CITIES, p.22.
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Chapter II
BÀCKGROTIND: CLIMATE. EIIVIRONMENT. AìTD MÀN

The unequivocaL starting
spiritual and social part

point must be man as a
of nature. I

Tapio Periainen

The need to plan for improved winter Iivability arises as

a reaction to climatic conditions which can, at times, be

terribly inhospitable to our socio-cultural functioning.

Such a need presupposes an imbalance in the man/naLure rela-

tionship -- the premise being that if the relationship was

in harmony, man would not be deemed as fighting a batlle

against nature and Èherefore, Lhe need for improving Iiv-

ability would not exist. But what is the relaLionship of

modern man to his environment? ln this chapter vre shall

examine that question while retating it to an historical

context and the corresponding theories of human/habitat

interact.ion. This should help put the concept in its proper

perspecÈive. From an understanding of these theories vte

will be able to make the connection to climate's impact on

our cities by the extent to which it has influenced human

behaviour and, subsequently, the built form.

Tapio Periainen, "Some Visions of Àrctic Design'l 'ENVIRONMENTS, A Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies, Uni-
versity of Waterloo, vol.15, no.2, 1983, p.38.

29
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It must be reiterated that climate and man are being

examined from an ecological viewpoint, that is, one that

attempts to recognize the interdependence of living things

on each other and their environment. What should emerge

from this broadened scope is an avrareness and understanding

that while climate is an important factor to consider when

dealing with the planning of cities, it has not generally

received the acknowledgement that it deserves. The rela-

tionship between climate and man should then become clearer.

And as is so often Lhe case I a better understanding of the

problem is the necessary first step toward a solution.

2.1 Theories of Man /r{ature Interaction

Since antiquity, man has sought to understand his rela-

tionship to t,he world about him. In fact every society has

philosophical or mythological explanations about the natural

world and man's place within it. rn this way members of a

society articulaLe both their behaviour as individuals and

their requirements for survival as a population. Mythologi-

cal explanations aside, the philosophical standpoints have

been numerous but can be said to fal] into three broad cat-

egories.2 Firstly, "environmental determinism" views humans

as dominated by the environment, that is, the environment is

a determining force for human society. The other extreme,

2 rhis breakdown
sification used
INTRODUCTTON TO
North Scituate,

is a slightly modified version of the clas-
by Emilio F. Moran, HUMAN ADAPTÀBILITY: AN

ECOLOGICAL ÀNTHROPOLOGY, Duxbury Press,
Massachusetts, 1979, P.5.
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"human determinism", sees nature as somewhat of a J.imiting

factor to human possibilities but acknowledges that man can

Iive outside natural constraints. The third category, which

has been labelled as "human adaptation to nature", stresses

the interaction of humans with the environment with neither

force being dominant. Here the environment can be said to

play a modifying role.
These three views should not be seen as strictly delin-

eated but rather as forming categories along a continuum of

philosophical standpoinls, with strict environmental deter-

minists and strict human determinists forming opposite ends

of the spectrum, with different views of human adaptation

bridging the gap. Each of these categories can now be

Iooked at in slightly greater depth.

. Environmental DeterminÍsm

In a chapter on climate from the book FORM, FUNCTION

& DESIGN, Paul Jacques Grillo staLes;

The climaLe we live in determines our whole
way of living. It creates the particular
environment for every kind of civilization.
From the slightest variation in climate have
stemmed altogether different types and systems
of society and culture.3

Such is the view of the environmental determinis!. The

idea is an old one that originated with the Greeks and

can be traced to the twentieth century. It is a view

that was extended to explain social and political evenLs

as welL, ât t,imes serving as a rationale for political

3 Paul Jacques Grillo, FORM, FUNCTION S, DESIGN, Dover Publi-
cat ions, I nc " , New York, 1960 , P.77 .

ËF
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dominance. ( "Favourable" geoclimatic conditions were

purported to produce superiority thereby destining the

rule and control of less virtuous domains.)

In more. recent times, the position softened somewhat

and writers admitted that different responses to envi-

ronmental pressures were possible but they stressed that

humans usuatly took the path of least resistance and

thereby yielded to those pressures.a But whether car-

ried to the extreme that views nature as dominant over

human activity or whether nature is seen merely as the

single most important factor affecting human develop-

mentr €pvironmenta] determinism is stilI an unsettling

issue for many people because its premise implies a lim-

ited state of free will and thus permits limited ingenu-

ity. with the environment as a determining force, the

consequence must be that humans have little or no say in

their own destinies and such a proposition inevitably

ínvokes negative reactions.

Human Deterrninisn

Somewhat as a retaliatory action against the concept

of environmental determinism, ideas emerged in the late

nineteenth century which reflected the opposite end of

the spectrum. Although the inlent vtas a direct refuta-

tion of deterministic theories in general, the outcome,

t,o a large extent, merely presented a new f orm of deter-

+ this view is based on the work of the 20th century geogra-
phers Huntington and Taylor as outlined in Moran's book
HUMAN ADAPTABILITY, P.28.
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minism -- human determinism. Its rationale is based on

man's ability to Iive outside of natural constraints,

the conclusion being thal with technology and ingenuity

there are no real (or perceived) environmental limits

that cannot be overcome, Deserts can be irrigated'

mountains removed, tropics air conditioned, etc.

This school of thought, although in less extreme

form, was also put forth by Malthus (18th century) with

his theory of possibilism. s Possibifism was based on an

awareness that populations do not exploit their habitat

to the fullest, and when they begin to do so, environ-

mental factors limit their capacity to expand. Thus

nature is viewed as a limíting factor to human develop-

menL. A variation of this concept was put forth by

Frank Boas at the turn of the 20th century.G Here,

nature circumscribes the possibilities for humans, but

historical and cultural factors explain what possibility

is actually chosen. Both these views still emphasize

human rather than environmental forces as dominant.

To appreciate the polarity of environment versus

human delerministic views' compare the following state-

ment about climate by Philip Wagner with the one previ-

s Moran, HUMAN ÀDÀPTABILITY, P.34.

Boas' view has been called "historical possibifism" and is
summarized by Moran in HUMAN ADAPTABILITY, PP"34,35. A
variation of this view is termed "probabilism" by Marot.z
and McCoIl, COPING WITH NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS, (ItENdALL/
Hunt Publishing Company, Dubuque, Iowat 1982, p.3) and ís
credited to Alexander Goldenweiser's writings in the
1930' s.
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a

ously presented by Paul Jacques GrilIo.

The direct effects of the climatic condiUions
experienced by most humans are too variable,
and their extremes are too rarely beyond human
tolerances, for these phenomena to exercise a
strong selective effect on human populations.
Furthermore, even without artificial protec-
tion the human body can function quite satis-
factorily in most of the usual climatic situ-
ations on earth, and in unusual conditions
artificial protection is almost always avail-
able. Climate, then' generally has slight
effect on man.7

Human Adaptation

Human adaptation theories encompass a wide range of

ideas which are similar in that they acknowledge the

complexity of the man/nature relationship and concede

that single-factor explanations expressed by determinis-

tic theories do not present a complete picture. These

theories then, focus on the interaction of man and envi-

ronment. AlLhough such reasoning daÈes to ancient

Greece, the majority of this work has emerged after Dar-

win's theory of evolution in the 19th century. The

ideas have been continuously revised to present day.

vüith Ðarwin, neither environment nor culture served

as the control over the man/nature relationship. His

focus, rather, stas on the interaction between environ-

mental change and modifications in biological forms.

The process of adaptation thus became the key. Darwin

provided a theory (evolutíon) and a method (natural

selection) that simultaneously helped explain change and

7 philip 9.tagner, THE HUMAN USE OF THE EARTH' The Free Press,
New York , 1960, p.1 3.
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continuity" And as stated by Moran, "this approach was

fundamental to the emergence of a modern theory of

people/nature relationships. "8 Since Darwin, the sci-
ence of genetics has provided an exact accounting of the

sources of variation and continuity in organisms. Here,

the environment is viewed as a force which interacts
with man to create biological changes.

In the 1950's JuIian Steward developed an approach

caIled "cuIturaI ecology" which has since evolved into

"ecological anthropology". e This approach saw the man/

nature relationship as governed by the need to use

appropriate strategies for resource utilization in a

particular environment. It involved a comparative meth-

odology that focused primarily on behavioural considera-

tions. Adjustments and adaptations needed to ensure

efficient resource utilization can be studied and com-

pared using this approach, thereby avoiding the need to
justify either man or the environment as dominant.

The "ecological anthropology" perspecLive has become

increasingly multi-disciplinary over the years, character-

ized by highly sophisticated scientific methods of observing

behaviour, controlling variables, and generating theory on

human adjustment to environment o It is the generally

I Moran, HUMAN ADAPTABILITY, p.38.
e See Marotz and McCoIl, COPING WITH NATURÀL ENVIRONMENTS,

p.3; and Moran, HUMAN ÀDAPTABILITY, pp"42-62"
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accepted means of studying the man/nature relationship.
Yet the deterministic themes are still relevant in an

historical context. When examined along an evolutionary

timeline, man's early development in the pre-technology era

yras strongly influenced by climate, to a point where envi-

ronmental deterministic theories are more accurate lhan oth-

er explanations. On the other hand, man's progression into
the 19Lh and 20th centuries centered strongly on industrial-
ism and was more in tune with human determinism as its phil-
osophical base. Therefore deterministic theories, in gener-

ê1, are not to be viewed as irrelevant nor totally
inaccurate. Neither are they to be viewed as reactionary or

contradictory, but rather, as overzealous efforts at expla-

nation. Their shortcomings lie in Lheir oversimplification.
They are generally unidirectional rather than systemic and

they emphasize stages rather than process. An ecological

approach on the other hand, by definition, focuses on sys-

tems and process. This approach views human development as

resulting from a complex web of interrelated forces, with

the environment, oF more specifically, the climate, being

but one of those forces. Therefore, since climate is only

one of many factors it should be regarded as a modi.fier

rather than a determinant" This is the view that will be

espoused in this thesis.

I
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2.? Climate and Environment

The terms climate and environment have so far been used

almost interchangeably because the exploration into theories

of man/nature relationships did not necessitate a clear dif-
ferentiation. It is important now, however, to confront

this issue to establish what exactly climate is and what

relationship it bears to the environment since the extent to
which we view climate as a reckoning force within the envi-

ronment (and how we react to that force) is at the heart of

planning for winter livability.
Everyone knows that climate has something to do with

weather but may not be clear on the distinction between the

tv¡o. In short, climate is weather averaged out over a peri-
od of time. In other words "weather is what happened in the

atmosphere yesterday, or is happening today ¡ oy will happen

next week, climate is what has happened and can be expect.ed

to happen over the reasonably long run. " 1 o To be more spe-

cific, climate is the determined pattern of the five weather

elements: wind, radiation (sun), temperature, moisture (pre-

cipitation), and pressure. l 1 These five elements when sum-

marized by means and extremes constituLe climate.

10 Robert Claiborne, CLIMATE, MAN AND HISÎORY,
Co., New York , 1970, p.25.

I I This is a generally accepted definition
outlined in Marotz and McColI, COPING
ENVIRONMENTS, p.86-87 .

!{.W. NorLon &

of weather as
WTTH NATURAL

cå.1P
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Climate manifests itself seasonally which is the result

of the sun/earth geometry. Depending on the configuration

of this geometry t,he seasons may present extreme variations

in climate or virtually no variation at aI}" Differences in

these seasonal patterns of climate have defined specific

regions on Lhe earth and have influenced the types of plants

thaÈ could flourish, soils that could be formed, and animals

that could survive in those regions. In ecological termi-

nology these biogeographical zones representing particular

sets of climatic , fIoral, faunal, and soil characteristics
are called biomes. l 2 Biomes, then, represent the natural

environment, and the relationships just mentioned within the

environment can be summarized in the following diagram.

(rigure 1)

On a global scale, there are four principal biome types:

forest, desert, tundra, and grass1and.ls These four can be

further subdivided. For instance, forests may be tropical
rainforest, monsoon forest, temperate rainforest, temperate

deciduous forest, boreal forest, etc. The important point

to remember is that each of these various biomes represents

a state of stability. Each is an energy-based system char-

acterized by a cyclical organization which balances the

energy flow in and out of the system. Yet the incoming

12 Ibid., p"62.
1 3 rbid., p.67 " Classification of biomes varies with dif-

ferent writers. Some suggest a larger number of primary
biome types. This particular breakdown was selected
because its simplicity is suitable to the generalized
ecological perspective which is being presented"
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T{EATHER ELEMENTS
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at a particular time
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Source: Marotz & McCoI1, COPING
p.62.
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2.3 Introduction of Man

For man, the biome within which he evolved and was there-

fore an integral part of, was the tropical region of Africa.

This was his firs! home, a warm comfortable environment

teeming with Iife. The evolutionary process assured his

compatibility to the surroundings. Às stated by Peter Bro-

berg, "man has the warmth of East-Àfrica in his genes."I4

OriginaIly, mankind successfully occupied the natural envi-

ronment as merely one more species in a balanced system.

But as the human species improved its technology, it had

greater impact on the environment, "not only modifying it to

meet its needs but degrading it through overuse."l5

What is often overlooked however, is that this attitude

of exploiting rather than caring for its habitat is not

unique to man. Indeed, the human species was simply doing

what nearly every other animal species does. Bears will

uproot trees to get the berries, deer can overbrowse Lheir

range, and beavers can radically alter the environment for

their own needs. But within a biome, stabitity must ulti-

mately be attained. Therefore most animal species possess

some form of homeostatic control, that is, a force that

strives for equilibrium. "As population levels build up and

14 Peter Broberg, "AlI-Year Cities and Human Development",
RESHAPING }ÍINTER CITIES: CONCEPTS' STRATEGIES AND
TRENDS, Norman Pressman, ed., Livable Winter City Associ-
ation, Urìiversity of Waterloo Press, 1985, p.3.

f s Robert Leo smith, THE EcoLoGV oF MAN: AN ECOSVSTEM
APPROÀCH, Second Edition, Harper & Row, New York, 1972,
p.174 

"
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pressures on the environment increase, the population

declines, and with the decline the envíronment recovers.rtl6

In other words, biomes, in their natural state, are equipped

with an inate self-sustaining mechanism that can accommodate

some degree of instability while stilI being able to restore

balance. Man al-so exhibits a sense of homeostatic control

withín a natural environment as witnessed in some co-called

"primitive tribes" . 1 7 Exploiting the environment, then, is

not to be regarded as either a singularly human characteris-

tic, nor is it necessarily to be assumed as destructive to

the balance within a natural biome, providing the homeostat-

ic control ultimately PrevaiIs.
What is unique to man however, is his intelligence, and

this enabled him to develop technology which eventually

overpowered the homeostatic control. "Endowed with unique

mental and physical characteristics, the species (man) was

able to escape certain environmental constraints, free

itself of cerLain pressures of natural selection, and domi-

nate other forms of life on earth."l8 With lhe aid of tech-

16 rbid", p.175"

17 For example, Fred PIog and Dani
ANTHRoPoLoCv, Second Edition, (

York, 1980), cite on p.69 that
onstrated how the Tsembaga of
a complex ecosystem in balanc
slaughters. It should be noted
and other practices maY heIP ma
viable relationship with its re
selves may not recognize this
( rbid. , p.7o ) "

I G. Bates, ín CULTURAL
Ifred À. Knopf Inc,, New
oy RappaporL (1967 ) dem-
ew Guinea helped maintain
through ritualistic pig

however that "while these
ntain the population in a
ources, the people them-
benef ic iaI consequenc€. rl

e
À
R
N
e

I
Þ

'I I smith, THE EcoLoGY oF MAN,
ural homeostatic response,

p.174. By overcoming the nat-
the course of natural evolu-
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nology, pressure created on the environment which would nor-

mally result in a restriction of population was countered

instead by migration. Technology aided migration in that it

gave man the ability to adapt to other biomes.ls In fact,

among aII the organisms on earth only one, man' has colo-

nized the whole planet. Marotz and McCoII have stated that

"the key factors in undersLanding how man has been able to

occupy so many diverse biomes, biomes well beyond his appar-

ent biological limits are, first, his mobility, and second,

his adaptability, " zo Other animals migrate but they can

only adapt to biomes within which they are genetically capa-

ble of surviving. The use of technology allowed man to

transcend genetic adaptation by creating opportunities for

what may be called functional adaptation, OF more appropri-

ately, adjustment.2l In this way he was able to counter the

19

tion was altered. "By its activities the human species
has exploited other forms of life to extinction,
destroyãd the habitats of plants and other animals, and
otherw-ise changed the balañce of Iif e on earth. " ( f Uid. 'p.175.)

In THE ECOLOGICAL VIEVIPOINT, (Canadian BroadcasLing Cor-
porat.ion, Toronto, 1965, p.48), R"E: BaIch stresses that
i'trith the development, of man I s brain a new evolutionary
mechanism came into play: the transmission from one gen-
eration to another of acquired knowledge, something that
is not genetically inherited. " Thus it was not simply
t,he matter of creating technology to facilitate adapta-
tion to other climates which was important to mankind's
development, but also the ability to pass this informa-
tion oñto others and thereby allow for continuity and
improvement.

20 Marotz and McCoII,
p.89 "

COPING WITH NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS'

21 MoTan, HUMAN ÀÐAPTABILITY, P"7.
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environmental forces with which he vras not biologically

equipped to cope" IL is man's intelligence as manifested

through the use of technology, which set him aparÈ from

nature as opposed to being a part Of nature. He has been

fighting the natural forces of the elements ever since.

2.4 Technoloqv

Às has just been mentioned, man migrated to other biomes

as a response to pressures placed on the environment by

overpopulation. Strategies for his adaptation had to con-

front the conditions found in these new biomes. Since the

dispersion of man throughout the globe occurred much too

quickly to be accommodated by genetic changes, adaptation

required technology. That is, adaptation was necessary for

migration to be effective and technology was necessary to

make adaptation possible. Had t.he technology not been pres-

ent he would not have survived, and his demise would have

been the result of an homeostatic control within his native

biome. Therefore, in order to survive and progress, man had

to learn from nature how to protect himself against nevr

weather conditions and how to use his ingenuity to turn its

liabilities into assets. Nowhere was this need greater than

when man fnigrated toward the North, encountering damp winds,

slush, cold' snow, fog and ice"

What technological advancemenLs allowed man to brave

these strange and often hostil-e environments? Quite simply,
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it was the result of fire, clothing and shelter. Fire v¡as

the tool of many uses, one of which was to provide heat,

while clothing and shelter represented successive techno-

logical layers between body and cold"

The biome is an energy-balanced system, the incoming

energy being predominantly so1ar. The introduction of fire

was revolutionary because it altered this system. As stated

by Robert Claiborne, "in taming fire man had become a spec-

ies which, for the first time in evolutionary history, could

draw on sources of energy outside those supplied by solar

heat and its own metabolism."22 In using fire as a heat

source, mankind was, in effect, opposing the natural system

by creating an artificial climate.

Clothing and housing, on the other hand' represented a

different strategy with the same objective. Rather than

altering the immediate environment man found he could defend

himself against it by Èhe use of protective devices. Marotz

and McColl have put it this wayi

Clothing and housing are two mechanisms humans
have leárned Lo use against less than ideal envi-
ronment.s. Few features have been more important
in permitting the peopling of the earth. Both are
similar because both mitigate against (sic) stress
by altering energy exchanges between the body and
the environment " 

23

22 Claiborne, CLTMATE, vrAN AND HISTORV, pp.183-184.

COPING WITH NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS,23 Marotz and McColI,
p.89.

{aü,;F
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Clothing represents the personal way of dealing with stress

ín the environment, it offers portable protection. And

functionally, a house is no more than a large suit of

clothes, but much more rigid. WhiIe clothes suffice to pro-

tect us individually, the house can provide group protection

while promoting companionship and support.

Yet it must be borne in mind that these responses were

originally strictly a matter of survival. As mentioned in a

previous sect,ion, this early stage of manr s development þ¡as

strongly influenced by the environmental forces with which

he was attempting to cope. As such, his responses can be

said to have been determined by those forces (the theory of

environmental determinism) .

As human technology and ingenuity increased, clothing and

housing as environmental protective devices, became much

more sophisticated. Eventually, adaptation to virtually

every biome on earth yras possible. Yet in spite of

increased technological sophistication, the types of cIi-

matic responses have remained much the Same for a long time:

clothing and shelter accompanied by a generated heat source.

Technological developmenLs which would progress beyond the

tv¡o fundamental protective elements of clothing and shelter

into the realm of climate controlled urban spaces (ttre next

Iogical layer) have not been accepted and implemented to any

great degree. Perhaps this has not occurred because such a

move lacks the urgency of the previous two. Regardless, the
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two technological developments of clothing and housing are,

by t.hemselves limited. And one of the objectives of the

livable winter city campaign is to expand on the possibili-

ties afforded by the third technological envelope, the shel-

tered urban space "

2.5 ReqÍona1 ldentitv
Às man began to control the immediate environment as a

means of adapting to unfamiliar climatic conditions, the

manner in which he did so was necessarily strongly related

to the new context. The creative process through which he

sought solutions $¡as inextricably bound to his experiential

process. In other words, he had to learn from nature how to

survive. As a consequence of this, the solutions reflected

each particular environment and changed as the environment

changed. Thus a quality of regional identity emerged. This

quality, GriIlo states ".. .reveals triumphant solutions of

common sense and simplicity The design is that way

because it could not be otherwise -- and live."24

The variety of environments Lo which man was becoming

accustomed did not only influence his selectíon for clothing

and shelter but also affected his behaviour and eventually,

his physiological make-up" Thus the quality of regionalism

which is generally considered as being expressed primarily

in the buitt form, is actually more broadly manifested both

genetically and culturally'

24 Grillo, FORM, FUNCTTON & DESIGN, p.77.
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Genetically, man has responded to his environment in two

ways. On the one hand there is the evolutionary change

through the mechanism of natural selection involving the

replacement of individuals with one lype of adaptation by

those with another. This type of change involves entire

populations and occurs sIowIy, over numerous generations.2s

This response has produced the various racial characteris-

tics found throughout the globe, each more appropriately

suited to a specific environment. On the other hand, there

is also a more flexible response which has been labelled as

a "developmental adjustmeDt" n 26 This involves morphological

change in individuats and is the result of what Moran calls

genetic plasticity. During the growth or development peri-

od, aR individual has the ability to rnold itself to preva-

lent envíronmental conditions. For example, a child growing

up at high altitudes will develop larger lungs and chest

capacity to adjust to prevalent low oxygen conditions.

Both these types of physical responses are indicative of

the impact that climatic conditions can have on human devel-

opment and how a particular region can invoke specific

reSponses.

25 Moran, HUMAN ADAPTÀBILITY, P.7.
26 Ibid. Moran has referred t,o the classification of envi-

ronmental adjustments as being regulatory, acclimatory
and developmentalr âs per Robert Ricklefs' ECOLOGY, Chi-
ron Press, Portland, Oregon, 1973"
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A sense of regional identity can also be distinguished in

the particular cultural traits that have evolved. In terms

of environmentaf adjustment, these have been called "regula-

tory responsesil and reflect manfs behavioural flexibility.

"Virtually aII behaviour is a form of regulatory response

that either serves to maintain a stable relationship to the

environment or permits adjustment to changes ín that envi-

ronment. " 27 Thus the two aforementioned strategies of

clothing and shelter are both regulatory mechanisms and

atthough they evolved as a matter of survival, they invaria-

bly reflected the environment in which they were produced"

When human technology developed to a point where the

ability to survive the elements was manifest, then the pure-

ly functional nature of clothing and shelter began to be

influenced by social or religious factors. House form, for

example, was constrained but no longer determined by avail-

able materials. Rather, the result tended to be a compro-

mise between behavioural and religious values, âS well as

factors of the environment"

And as manrs ability to adapt to other biomes represented

a breakthrough in his evolutionary development' so too did

his departure from strict functionalism in adaptation tech-

niques represent a breakthrough in his cultural developmenL.

Settlement patterns reflected not only the distribution of

resources but also certain social and cultural factors such

as marriage patterns. And religion could affect the form,

27 rbid"
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Iayout and location of houses.28

Yet a regional quality or style was stiII very evident.

Regardless of the elaborate cosmological interpretations

that might have influenced manrs cultural development, the

technology was nevertheless localized, responding to the

environment's constraints. Subsistence technology was, by

necessity, site-specific. Man and nature were stiII intert-

wined.

Regionalism, from an ecological point of view, is a

reflection of this harmonic relationship between man and

nature. It constitutes evidence of man as being suitably

adapted to his particular habitat" It identifies neither

man nor environrnent as dominant but rather, it exemplifies a

balance that has been struck between the two" And if it is

true that a regional quality is no longer discernible in

modern man's development, âS vras suggested ín Chapter I '
then surely any attempt to recapture that harmony represents

a step in the right direction.

2 "S Conelusjgn

The theories posited on the relationship between man and

the environment offer valuable insights into the issue of

planning for winter livability. The positions have been

presented as to whether nature is viewed as dominaLing human

activity or whether man is acknowledged as being able to

override environmental forces¡ or whether in fact' man is

28 rbid. , p.96.

I
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seen as interactively balanced within the environment.

These should not be viewed as strictly right or wrong propo-

sitions. They can, however' serve as guideposts. Man has

in the past, and is stiIl, fluctuating between these posi-

tions. There is no doubt that in man's early development,

particularly as a hunter and gatherer, natural forces in

many ways determined his behaviour. However, as the agrari-

an tradition grelr, man began to control his environment to

some degree thereby exhibiting an adapÈational response to

his habitat. The industrial âgê, by contrast, has been

characterized by an over-exploitation of naturaf resources

and a general disregard for, and dominance of, the environ-

ment human determinism. Yet these are generalizations

and there are examples to the contrary. (One can readily

discern climate's determining effect on modern man observing

his migratory responses to the south come January.) The key

Iies not so much in classifying the past as in selecting a

path for the future"

In doíng so the question ought very well be asked: why

should an adaptational response to the environment be more

appropriate (as has been suggested in this chapter) than one

which utilizes manrs ingenuity and technology to overcome

the natural f orces? ln a nutshell, the ansvrer must be t'hat

the price is too high not to do so.

Although an image has been presented of the natural envi-

ronment as a delicately balanced system (and in spite of its

råç
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resiliency, it is), the forces that are at work within t,he

environment are by no means delicate. They are in fact,

formidable. Consequently, if one is to overpower these, the

counterforce must be equal or greater in strength, and such

an effort is not produced without considerable cost. It is

possible to heat any building in the Arctic but the energy

required to do so must overcome one of the severest climatic

environments on earth. Not only is the cost great, but the

lifeline is precarious.

Technology can be man's greatest asset, but it can also

spell doom. I t enabled man to adapt to ot,herwise inhospita-

ble climates and thereby free himself of the deterministic

force of the environment, but the pendulum has svrung too far

in this direction, If we are to compensate for this shift

and attempt to regain a proper balance, it is important to

understand the prospects before us. The choice has been

eloquently stated by Tapio Periainen.

First, if our target is a high value for
nature, wê shall have to take the ecology of cold
regions, natural resources and the ways of life
thèy prescribe as the unconditional premises for
new solutions to ways of living and forms of hous-
ing. In this respect it is illogical to underrat'e
primitive peoples' knowledge and skiII, based as
they are on tong traditions and experiences.

Second, if our target is equilibrium between
man and nature, that is between architecture and
material objects and naturer w€ can achieve it
either organically, in a natural wayr oE with the
aíd of high technology but softlY.

Third, and probably the most common vray in
t{estern cultural circles, is to minimize the vaLue
of nature. The resulL of this in practise is hard
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technology, excessive energy consumption and above
all estrãñgement of man from nature.2s

Planning for winter Iivabitity in an urban context is an

attempt to ease the tension created in the last scenario

wíth an overall goal of achieving the second. As mentioned

in the previous chapter, the most formidable force to be

confronted in this endeavour is not environmental buÈ socio-

cultural it involves a restructuring of our value system.

2s Periainen, "Some Visions of ArcÈic DesigDr" ENVIRONMENTS,
p" 38.
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ChaPter III
ISSTIES¡ FROM ANÀT,YSIS TO STNTHESIS

We have the technologY' we
arrive at solutions we need
wilI.l

know the problems;
a new orientation

to
and

Walter H. Kehm

Improvements in technology, espec ia1ly the "quantum

Ieaps" that have taken place in the field of computer sci-

ence, have vastly improved our ability to analyze informa-

tion. We are able to study behaviour, situations, and data

Iike never before. These advances are particularly benefi-

cial to the goals of winter Iivability" Detaíled and intri-

cate calculations are now possible in many climate related

fields which permit the testing of design proposals that pay

special attention to the naLural forces of the elements.2

Watter H. Kehm, "The Landscape of the
City", RESHAPING WINTER CITIES: CONCEPTS'
TRENDS I Livable Winter City Assocíation,
Waterloo Press, 1985, P.60.

Livable Winter
STRATEG]ES AND
University of

2 For example, DF. Michael A. Persinger has stated that:
"The lasl ten years have been a major inflection point for
the science of-biometeorology (study of the effect of cIi-
mate on living organisms). Four important findings have
emerged. First, day-to-day variatíons in weather and the
cumulative effects of season have profound impacts upon
psychological processes, Second, precise differenliation
ðf- weatñer inlo realistic categories (such as weather
phases) aÌIows specific types of behaviours to be predict-
ä4. Third, the interactión between season (climate) and
weat.her (short-term changes)o although complicated is even

54
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Yet, this emphasis on analysis has also created a defi-

ciency the increased need f.ot synthesis. Analysis inevi-

tably leads to conclusions and/or recommendations which must

be examined from a broader perspective if a sense of coordi-

nated dírection is to be the outcome. Quite simply, analy-

sis of winter related problems and issues is not enough.

Ihu results must also be synthesized, and the objective of

t,his chapter is to suggest one way of doing just that. It

will do so by organizing and categorizing the concerns

expressed by various individuals who have spoken or written

on winter related issues. By sorting out the concerns in

such a wây, criteria will be established for the formulation

of a "blueprint for action" which can address the issues in

a systematic fashion.

The chapter wiII begin with an examination of the goals

that have been put forth and the corresponding variables

which must, be addressed. The scale of application, be it

anything from building design criteria to federal policy,

wiIl then be assessed. This will be followed by a categor-

ical look at the focus of intervention such as physical

design or social programming. Finally these various

approaches wiIl be structured into a matrix format which

wilI then allow winter livability suggestions to be sorted

more powerful than previously expected. F'ourth' central
neural disorders similar to those that influence emotional
disorders, may also mediate weather effects in lhe average
person." See "CIimate Has Profound Effect On Human Behav--iour", Livable glinter City Association NEWSLETTER, voI.3,
no"2, April 1, 1985, p.7.
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out and listed.
There remains to briefly outline two qualifiers' First-

Iy, to reiterate a point made in Chapter I, the concentra-

tion of attention is on the urban context. Consequently,

important. studies which are not directly related to the

city, such as Lhose that key on Arctic adaptation,3 will not

receive the fu1I attention they deserve. Secondly, the bane

of all works of synthesis must be acknowledged the pen-

chant f.or oversimplification. When sorting and classifying

pieces of information one often encounters "unvrilling par-

ticipants" certain data which do not fit neatly into the

prescribed boxes. The result may be forced compliance and

oversimplification. ÀIlowances must be made for this when

examining the results.

3.1 Goals and VariabLes

WhiIe the preamble has stipulated the need for broad-

scale synthesis of winter livability ideas it did not mean

to suggest that no such efforts have been undertaken. In

his contributing chapter to the book entitl.ed RESHAPING

WINTER CITIES, the editor, Norman Pressman, has pooled

together current thoughts on winter's dilemmas into what he

has labelled as five "state of the art" propositions:

3 See for example, Guy Gerin-Lajoie, "Livable Winter Cily:
The Àrctic" in RESHAPING WINTER CITIES' p.93; and Howard
Magid, "Shelter Design in Remote Settlements -- Àn Exami-
nation of Inuit Shelter Design Experiences in the Canadian
Àrctic", ENVIRONMENTS, A Journal- of Interdisciplinary
Studies, University of Waterloo, voÌ"15, no'2, 1983' p.45.
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1 Winter must be
equal importance
other seasons.

regarded
if not

as being
more so

at least
compared

of
to

3

2" It is the cumulative effect of small-scaIe inter-
ventions and incremental responses embodied in
policies and designs which will contribute to the
achievement of the Iivable winter city"

Analysis and identification of the unique spec-
trum of problems arising out of winter's demands
are imperative. Appropriate and responsive solu-
tions must be developed.

4 Solutions which are developed
effectiveness through
research.

must be tested for
quas i -exper imental

5. Climate should be regarded as a significant modi-
fier of urban structure and development policy.
Proper macro-climatic planning, use of vegetation
and choice of appropriate materials can assist in
improving the outdoor comfort zone.4

In order to reinforce the direction established by this the-

sis, the third proposition can be expanded Lo account for

the importance of developing a plan of act.ion. As a result,

the lasL line of proposition 3 could read: "Appropriate and

responsive solutions must be developed with due considera-

tíon to the method of application. "

These five propositíons are intended to constitute a

synthesis of direction för the winter city movement "

Atthough they recognize the impgrtance of cumulative devel-

opment, they do not acknowledge outright that a unity of

direction and a coordinated approach (through synthesis) is

imporLant. Consequently, a sixth proposition may be added.

4 Pressmanr "Developing
WINTER CITIES pp,44-46

ahf"

Livable Winler Citi€s", RESHAPING
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Whil.e síngular efforts on Índividual fronts can be

effective and should not necessariJ.y be discouraged,

energies must also be extended toward synthesizing

strategies, developing joínt action, and coordinating

efforts that strive to íncrease rinter livabilíty.

The accumulated thrust of these six propositions establishes

what can be called a "credo for winter livabiIity". The

realization of this credo into policy and design which bring

man and nature into closer harmony by promoting enjoyment

of, and protection from, the elements, is the goal of the

winter city movement.

As these propositions attest, two development,s must occur

before this vision of a true winter city can be realized.

One deals with a change in attitude and the other with the

manifestation of that new attitude in planning and design.

The two are inextricably bound in a symbiotic relationship,

that is, they can influence each other with mutually benefi-

cial resulLs. A climate-sensitive design of a public space

for example, can help change attitudes toward the climate

and, conversely I a change in attitudes can produce more

climate-responsive design solutions. The challenge is to

seL the cycle in motion.

As was mentioned in the first chapter, efforts to achieve

these developments must address three broad classes of vari-

ables:
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1. the specific climatic or weather-related factors,
( forces ) ;

2. the particular user and activity, (needs);

3. the process of implementation, (method).

At the risk of oversimplification, it may be stated that

solutions result from an applied method that responds to

needs created or influenced by specific forces.

Yet, while these may be considered as the categories of

variables, there are numerous ways within which they vary.

This is mainly due to the fact that increasing livability is
such a broad-based goal the possible approaches to solv-

íng winter livability dilemmas are numerous and the specific
solutions or proposals are virtually endless. Pressman

affords us a glimpse of the formidable range of possibili-

ties that exists even with respect to only one aspect of

winter livability protection from the elements -- when

he states that:
Some of these principles refer to elements such as
favourable orientation of structures, wind protec-
t.ion, introduction of climate modifying plant
Iife, clustering of dwellings, mixed land use,
urban infilI, more rational distribuLion of jobs
and places of residence, provision of more energy-
efficient public transportation systems, and high
quality sheltering techniques such as covered
sidewalks, enclosed streets and underground devel-
opment. 5

5 Idem" , rf lntroduction" , RESHAPING WINTER CITIES, p.16.
This list represents some of the topics covered in the
book but it is by no means all-inclusive. There exist
many other possibilities as welI, not the least of which
is the exploitation of the recreational opportunities
afforded by the winter season.
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This array of possible approaches is indicative of the

inherent complexity of the winter city concept, and why some

system of classifying issues will be a useful tool.
Two of the mosL obvious and immediate ways in which the

issues vary are in scale and focus. The scale can range

from national policy to building detail while lhe focus may

be on protection from, et enjoyment of, the elements and may

involve physical or non-physical considerations. ScaIe and

focus will now be examined in more detail.

3.2 Scale of Application

Pressman has stated that "...if a systematic, comprehen-

sive solutíon is desired, this must encompass the entire
fietd of settlement patterns (provincially and nationally),
and the socíal. political and economic structure of cit-
íes""."6 Such a mandate clearly outlines the magnitude and

complexity of the issues and the need for an organized

approach" One way of beginning this effort at organization

is to consider the varying degrees of scale. Jack Diamond

has proposed that the issues of winter livability be broken

down into three scales of consideration:
e The macro level which has the total city as its

f ietd. At. this level the appropriate instrument,s to

affect. design are the policies formulated at all govern-

ment leve1s - Federal, Provincial and Municipal.

6 Ibid., p"36.
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o The urban sector level which has the neighbourhood,

or district as its field. In addition to questions of

policy, it is appropriate to deal with the physical

aspects of this ]evel at the urban design sca1e.

r The indivídual building leveL where it is specific

design that is the appropriate means of effecting an

improvement to the collective environment as weII as the

welfare of each bui lding' s users. 7

This appreciation of scale is crucial to an understanding of

the application of winter Iivability proposals. Therefore

it may prove useful to elaborate upon and refine these cat-

egor ies.

The next sub-section will examine the difference between

the physical and the behavioural or psychological effects of

winter, that is, the difference between what will be called

spatial and aspatial factors. This reflects the separate

nature of winter Iivability proposals which deal with actual

physical manipulations and those that do not, (or do so

indirectly). To conform with this differentiation, the

three instruments of implementation mentioned by Diamond as

government policy, urban design and building design might

more appropriately be labelled as city planning, urban

design and design detail (Iandscape or building design

details). By changing "policy" to "city planning" the same

spatial quatity of physical manipulation is maintained

7 A. Jack Diamond, "À Critique of the Planning and Building
Ðesign of Winnipeg", in THE WINTER CITY, Canadian Housing
and Design CounciI, Ottawa, L982, p.5.
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throughout.s (tt¡e aspatial component can then be examined

separately.) In addition, the concentration on the urban

context is more strongly established. This is not to say

that policy is divorced from planning, only that policy'

when it, is used as a tool of city planning, is closely tied

to spatial action.

At other times however, policy is not so closely tied to

physical manifestations. Here, we can speak strictly of

policy as a separate entity. It will be regarded as the

aspatial component of methodology. Eventually the indirect

effects of these policies may be manifested spatially at any

or all scalar levels of planning, urban design and building

detail, although there are times when these policies wilI

have no spatial conseguence at alI. Furthermore' these poli-

cy imptications need not be assumed as strictly large scale

they may effectively be responsible for smaII scale

manipulations as wel1.s This non-physical component wiIl be

elaborated upon later.

I The city planning profession is mulLi-faceted, at times
almost defying description. City planning, as it is used
here, is not meant to encompass a1l of the subtleties of
the profession, but rather, is aimed at a more generic
interpretat ion which would view it as t,he planning of the
physical components of the cityo

s Many firms, f.or example, have adopted a climaLe-responsive
office policy of "summer hours" which aIlows for a four-
day work week and three-day weekends through the summer
months. A precedent therefore exists for winter counter-
parts to this approach"

dþ
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Physical solutions then, can be implemented at three lev-

els of consideration and this varying scale of application

can serve as a useful categorization for the other two

groups of variables as well (tt¡e climatic factors and the

user needs).

At the large scale, the macro level, the climate varies

regionally from city to city depending on the particular

geographic characteristics. Consequently, a maritime city
witl be influenced by a very different climate than will a

prairie city. Yet even prairie cities or maritime ciLies

will vary locally amongst each other according to more spe-

cific criteria, a second, oE meso leve1 of consideration.

Also at this level, within a given city the climate may

vary, for example, from downtown to the suburbs.l0 And yet,

to the average person, these two climatic levels mean Iit-

t1e, "they are Iargely staListical abstractions" according

to John Welch. l l It is what he calls "the experiential
reality" which takes precedent. In other words, it is the

manifestation of micro-climatic effects generated on the

street or between buildings, etc., that become the prevaling

consideration. Micro-climate forces involve effective con-

ditions Lhat are very site-specific and impact on the indi-

1o John D. welch, in "The Effects of Sun, wind and Snow on
urban Desigñ", (rHe wTNTER crrY, p.30) explains how, for
example, "heat islands", which are the result "of the
concentration of heat sources.on" such as is iound in
city cores, can "raise the urban air temperature as much
as 5 or 6 degrees C. above that in small surroundings."

11 ibid.

Êñ'
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vidual directly"
Às mentioned, these three varying scales of application

can pertain to the user as weII. Àt the macro level, con-

sideration is given to large sections of the urban popula-

tion. For example, the transportation requirements of t,he

working suburbanites who must migrate daily to the core.

The meso leve1 concerns itself with the specialized needs of

specific groups such as the mobiJ.ity requirements of senior

citizens. The micro level userr âs would be expected, rep*

resents the smallest entity, the indívidual. While design

or policy will necessarily encompass more than one person,

it is governed by the needs and activities of the individu-
âI, sôy, for example, the need for bus shelters.

This scalar breakdown of variables, as represented in

matrix format in Figure 2, will serve as a useful tool for
handling winter related issues, Scalar change, however,

represents but one dimension of the problem variables. Let

us consider another.
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VARIÀBLE

CLIMATE USER METIIOD

SCÀLE

MACRO
reg i ona I populat ion city planning

nEso
loca1 area 9roups urban design

MICRO
micro-climate individuals design detail

Fíqure 2z SCAT,E OF APPLTCÀTION

3.3 Focus of fntervention

The winter city movement, by definition, is concerned

with the development of the city. Yet within this urban

context there are numerous areas of potential focus for win-

ter livability improvements and a host of ways to classify
them. For example, Hans Blumenfeld has quite simply sug-

gested that there are Lwo fronts (as has been mentioned

before). "Specific measures to enhance livabilit.y in winter

can be sought in two directions: increase in the enjoyment

of winter's positive aspects, and protection from the neg-
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ative or€s.r'12 Ànother possible approach was utilized by

the second prize winners in the national student competition

on the winter city. Here, a division was made between

social, economic and physical areas of intervention. l 3 A

furlher possible breakdown has been used by Norman Pressman

when he differentiates between spatial and aspatial factors.

Aspatial factors, he says, represent "yet another dimension

to the user side of what is referred to as 'quality of

life'. This deals with rules and codes of behaviour from

socially desirabte and legally acceptable frameworks. " I 4

One can also focus on the variety of land uses within the

city. The options are many and each approach has it,s merit.

Because this groundwork is intended to lead eventually to
greater insights into the application of solutions, this

should form the governing factor in deciding which break-

down(s) should be further explored. The enjoymenl/protection

breakdown is an important one but is really just a means of

sub-dividing user needs. The breakdown of spatial versus

aspatial considerations is also very important since the

shift in focus from concret,e to abstract will almost cer-

tainly necessitate a paraIleI shift in methodology. Simi-

IarIy, the classification of issues into physical, economic,

1 2 Hans Blumenfeld n " Problems of Winter in the City",
RESHAPING WINTER CITIES, 9.47.

I 3 This approach was put forth by a group of
Urban and Regional Planning, University of
RESHAPING WINTER CITIES, p.124.

six students in
Waterloo. See

1 4 Norman Pressman, "Developing Livable Winter Citiês",
RESHAPING wINTER CITIES, p.41.
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and social parameters þrarrants special atLention for the

same reason. Yet, the spatial/aspatial breakdown, being

more general, encompasses these three. In fact, stipulating
spatial and aspatial factors creates and all-inclusive or

open set of groupings while stipulating physical, economic

and social factors does not. Àn open-ended system is better

for our purposes.

Looking, then, âL the three classes of variables in rela-

tion to thís manipulation some interesting considerations

emerge, considerations which may not normally be associated

with the winter city concept. The aim of increasing winter

livability is often mistakenly considered to involve strict-
ly physical modifications with an emphasis on design-

oriented solutions. Examining the aspatial component of

winter livabitity presents an altogether different picture.

The results can be seen in Figure 3.

To illustrate by way of example the difference between

the various planes, consider one of the negative character-

istics of winter the extended hours of darkness. The

spatial component might involve such things as dealing with

the darkness through increased street-Iighting hours. The

added aspatial dimension however, brings into play such

things as coincident safety and security requirements which

might call for increased police patrol. As weII, considera-

tion might also be given to the behavioral changes such as

"cabin fever" and depression which flourish at such times. 1 5

15 Dr. Michael Ào Persinger has stated that "the winter sea-
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VARIÀBf,E

Cf.IMATE USER MEIT{OD

FOCUS

SPATTAL
phys ical

constraint,s &

opportunities

protect ion
and

en j oyment

des i gn
and

plann i ng

ASPATTAL
psycholog i ca 1

effects &

att i tudes

comfort,
sa fety ,
equi ty

po1 icy
and

programs

Fiqure 3: FOCUS OF INTERVENTION

When looking at another example of a winter characteris-

tic, heavy snowfalls, one spatial response might be to

explore the possibility of added recreational opportuniLies

white the aspatial component might concern itself with t'he

equitable distribution of such amenities. l6

son has a profound impact on behaviour because of the
coerced changes in spontaneous activity, stimulus redun-
dancy (snow everywhere) and the general negativity of the
season. They lead to a collection of diffuse symptoms by
early January that continue through March"" See "Climate
Has Profound Effect on Human Behaviour", Livable Winter
City Association NEWSLETTER, vol.3, no.2, ApriI 1, 1985'
p" 8.

This point is weII made by Novia Carter in "Urban Envi-16
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It becomes easy to appreciate Lhat the method used to

combat these disparate focuses must vary accordingly spa-

t.iaI considerations being dealt with predorninantly through

planning and design and the aspatial component requiring

program development and policy.

Should it not be clear that a need exists to expand win-

ter city ideals into this aspatial rea1m, the argument is

strengthened when we consider the point made by Cu1jat and

Erskine in reference to Jan GehI.

Jan GehI points out thaL there are two distinct
groups or types of activities: necessary actívi-
ties which take place under any circumstances
(work, goal-oriented movement, etc") and optional
activities which take place only if the external
conditions are favourable.

Most of the social and recreative activities
can be considered as optional activities, and if
the physical environment does not accommodate and
support them they simply disappear from the total
activity pattern.lT

In other words, aspatial factors are important to consider

because they can strongly influence behavioural and social

patterns, which, if allowed to diminish, wiIl greatly reduce

the quality of Iife t,hat the winter city concept is attempt-

ing to augment. One need not be concerned that aspatial

considerations broaden the goal of winter Iivability into

areas only indirectly related to the winter climate" After

all, it may be stated as by Eberhard Zeídler that ".'"the

ronment and the Quality of Life", THE WINTER CTTY, p"18.

17 Boris
Soc iaI
p" 14.

Cul j at
Space:

and Ra1ph Erskine, "CIimate-Responsive
A Scandinavian Perspective", ENVIRONMENTS,

*
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city must be, first, a Iivable city before it
address itself to the seasons."II

3.4 Orqanizino the Issues

It vras mentioned at the outset that the purpose of the

chapter is to progress from analysis to synthesis. We are

now in a position to do just that. It has been stated (over

and over again) that wint,er livability issues must address

three sets of variables, namely, climatic factors' user

needs, and method of implementation. Furthermore' it has

been established that these vary both in scale and focus.

It remains now to synthesize this information into a worka-

b1e format which will facilitate the documentation of winter

livability proposals. To do so requires the combination of

the previous matrices, bearing in mind that the intent is

not to produce statistically-formatted multi-variate analy-

sis, but rather, to produce a manageable framework for

organizing current winter city ideas. As called for by Nor-

man Pressman:

guidelines must be developed for the sensitive
planning and design of winter cities at a range of
scales and considerations which must include both
spatial as well as aspatial components.rs

1I Eberhard ZeidIer, "Creating a Livable
RESHAPING WINTER CITIES, p.80. While the
in this thesis does not fully espouse
Iivability, then winter Iivability" view,
been fearful of broadening its scope
winter-related concerns.

Winter City",
direction taken

Zeidler's "first
neither has it
beyond direct

1s Pressman, "Developing Livable Winter Citiês", RESHAPING
I^TINTER CITIES, p.46.

{áF
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The result of the amalgamation process can be seen in

Figure 4.

By structuring the component parts in such a wây, a

framework is established which is comprised of six different
Ievels of consideration ( from macro-spatia] to micro-

aspatial) each of which can be subject to specialized delib-
eration before translation into acLion. There will be over-

laps to be sure, but the overall goal of structuring a

procedure which is complementary to the focus and scale

should nevertheless be facilitated. These six leveIs can

now be explored in more detail.
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VÀRIÀBLE

FOCUS SCALE CLIMATE USER METHOD

SPATIÀT,

MACRO
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public policy
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effects
assoc iated

needs
public &

private policy

Fisure 4¡ ISSUES MATRIX
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Livabílitv Inventorv

Suggestions for improving livability have ranged from the

general to the specific" Àt times this duality is merely a

reflection of the ranging degree of scale from city-wide

to very localized concerns. At other times howeverr €Vêrl

suggestions for improvements at the same scale can be gener-

aI or specific. For example, ât the residential unit scale

one might suggest incorporating passive solar energy princi-

ples in general, et one might be more specific and outline

the proper orientation angle, the size of overhangs, the

ratio of waIl to window, etc. In these instances, the more

generalized approach wilI suffice since it is indicative of

a suggested direction and this effort of classifying vrinter

Iivability proposals is meant to outline currenL directions.

Nevertheless there are instances where very specific propo-

sals cannot be avoided since they do not aII lend themselves

well to broader classifications. without further qualifica-

tion, Iet us examine some of the current issues and concerns

at each of the six levels formulated in Figure 4.

1. Macro-s¡ntia1

Àt the macro-spatial level, foremost consideration is given

to land-use planning, transportation planning, and recrea-

tion planning. The predominant climatic factors considered

at this level are the temperature ranges and precipitation

1eve1s. In terms of land-use planning, climatic considera-
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tions (as weIl as economic) have generated proposals which

discourage urban sprawl and encourage containment. For

example, increasing development densities would help stimu-

late infitl and compaction. The overall thrust is on urban

revitalization. There is also an emphasis on mixed-use

developments which includes a more rational distribution of

jobs and places of residence. Peter Broberg has strongly

supported enclosed urban spaces which leads him to suggest

that:
When we take on the creation of local enclosures
of squares and streets in order to create cores of
activity in the urban landscape, it is reasonable
that we plan according to the urban concept ttcit-
ies wíthín cíties", This will mean that we must
restructure our urban landscape into a system of
Local urban miní-cítíes integrating the functions
of Iiving, working, shopping, studying, etc.2o

In terms of transportation planning, the emphasis is on

privaLe means" Transit ridership can bepublic over

ed through

hours and by

laLter may be

such things as reserved bus lanes in peak

offering better service to the suburbs.

accomplished by having the location of

promot-

traffic
The

bus

routes and stops

cess. As well,
in the approving

incorporated in the subdivísion design pro-

the transit authority might be given a role

of subdivision layouts perhaps to the point

of veto power 
"

requi rements

Downtown developments might reduce parking

for proposals which accommodate transit

20 Peter Broberg, "A1I-Year Cities and Human Development",
RESHAPING WINTER CITIES, p.10.

21 These suggestions have been gleamed from Xenia Zepic in
"Winter Cities¡ Restructuring the Transportation-Land
use Relationship", RESHAPTNG wTNTER crrrES, p.73.
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stops " 
2 1 In general, transportation responses de-emphasize

the automobile.

Recreation planning, quite simply, promotes winter recre-

ational opportunities. Àt the macro scale the emphasis has

been on better winter use of city parks and, since many Can-

adian cities are built on wat,ervrays, on the exploitation of

t,he vast recreational opportunities afforded by them. The

Rideau CanaI in Ottawa represents a successful application

of this concept, ÀIso, large winter festivals such as the

Carnival in Quebec and the Festival du Voyageur in Winnipeg

are indicative of a further direction in winter recreational

potent iaL

2. Meso-Spatial

Meso-spatial considerations concern themselves with inter-

ventions at the urban sector or neighborhood leveLn It is

perhaps most appropriate to refer to this level as consisL-

ing of urban design proposals' The thrust is toward respon-

ses that combine planning and design considerations empha-

sizing protection from, and promoting enjoyment of, Lhe

winter seasoR, It is at this level- that the people general-

ly expect transformations into winter Iivability to occur'

Common responses include interconnections between build-

ings (above ground, below ground or through massing), atrium

spaces, and enclosed public spaces. A good example of how

these can be combined is the I.D.S. Center and skywalk com-

{,
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plex in Minneapolis. In the same vein but perhaps not quite

so common are continuous pedesLrian protection systems such

as covered walkways, arcades, and perhaps even the selected

roofing-over of existing streets. One stipulation involves

the allowance for freedom of choice. Therefore both open-

air and protected, climate-controlled spaces should be made

available. Jack Diamond speaks for most winter city advo-

cates when he states that "man is a biological organism and

cannot be isolated from his natural environment without suf-

fering the consequences of such deprivation."22 Observation

of this principle has led Peter Broberg to suggest the cre-

ation of urban climatic zones (haIf-vrarm, half-cold, and

frost-free).23
AIso recommended at this level is the adoption of passive

solar energy principles in the planning of subdivisions, the

orientation of sLreets, and in the site planning of develop-

ments. The most important climatic factor considerations in

this regard are the optimal use of sunlight and the protec-

tion from winds.

The principles of mixed land-use and higher densities

should also carry through at this level which would see a

strong integration of efements such as, for example, transit

nodes and commercial facilities. Residentially, the compact

and functionally integrated "Woonerf" concept adopted in

22 Diamond, "A Critique of
of Vf innipeg", THE I,IINTER

the Planning and Building Design
CITY I p.7 .

23 Broberg,
RESHAPI NG

"AIl-Year Cities
WINTER CITIES, pp.8,9

and Human Development rr 
,
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HoIland has been recommended by M.C. Poulton.2a Principles

of landscape architecture such as Lhe "urban woods" proposal

for wind absorption suggested by Garry Hilderman also come

into play o25

In terms of enjoyment' indoor parks and winter gardens

are one possibte direction while outdoor community festi-

vals, inter-neighborhood cross-country ski trails and the

use of retention ponds for skating represent another. Local

community centers can provide the focal points for winter

rec reat i on .

3. Micro-Spatíal

The micro-spatial level deals primarily with specific '
small-scaIe design solutions that respond directly to par-

ticular climatic or micro- climatic factors. The list of

ideas at this level is virtually endless -- limited only by

the imagination. Nevertheless, general direcLions can be

discerned.

24 Àccording to Poulton, "rn 1976 Holland introduced traffic
legislation to creaLe a neh' type of city street. This
street, caIIed a "woonerf" (Iiterally, "residential pre-
cinct"), is designed to allow joint use of the street
space by vehicles and pedestrians. The pedestrians have
priority over vehicles and existing street space is rede-
signed to create an appealing environment for their
activities." See "Replanning the Residential Street Sys-
tem: Adapting the Dutch Revolution to the Canadian Con-
text", PROSPECTS FOR PLANNTNG: COMTNG TO GRIPS WITH NEW

REALITIES, (Proceedings of the 1982 CIP Conference), Bar-
ry S. WeIIar, ed., HulI, Quebec , 1982, p.224.

Garry Hilderman, "Mosquitoes Ðon't gite in winterrt , THE
WINTER CITY I p"44.

25
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Many suggestions attempt to reduce the effect of winds at

pedestrian level. For example John Welch has recommended

that slab buildings facing prevailing winds should be avoid-

ed; that circular or hexagonal plans for high-rise build-

ings can reduce ground level turbulence; that podiums be

provided at the base of tall buildings; that canopies or

roof enclosures be used to protect sidewalks at building

base; that vertical fins on buildings channel the wind

downward and should therefore be avoided or guarded against;

that passageways through buildings not align themselves with

prevailing winds; that heavily used street crossings or

subway entries be Located in wind protected areas; and that

horizontal winds at ground level be modified by the use of

trees, waIIs and screens'26 In particular' groups of trees

strategically located at intersections can act as wind

sponges 
"

Other suggestions relate to the build-up of ice and sRot{

(and the ensuing puddles). Examples include "building para-

pets (that) can catch snovr, rather than dumping it at

entrance doors or on paths or drives" The positioning of

underground sub-stations, which lose heatr Cârl be placed at

bus stops to keep the sidewatk dry and free of ice"'27 Oth-

er examples include locating catch basins away from cross-

walks; placing removable splash guards along curbs; paving

of Sun, grind and Snow on Urban
p"31.

26 John lrlerch,
Design", THE

"The Effects
WINTER CITY,

27 Diamond, "A Critique of
of !{innipeg", THE WINTER

the Planning and Building Design
CITY, p.8.
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v¡íth "iceless" maLerial;28 heating sidewalks (especialty at

bus stops); Iimited slope allowances on rampsi and develop-

ing snoyr drifting studies in order to manipulate or accommo-

date the deposit of snow.

Of course, efforts have also been extended toward reduc-

ing the effect of the cold temperatures. Enclosed side-

walks, for example, which can be opened in summer have been

used successfully. As we11, supplying radiant heat over

sidewalks; heated bus shelters; bus stops oriented to the

suni and generally incorporating t.he principles of passive

solar energy, will help negate the cold.

Visually, efforts can be extended to enhance the beauty

of ice and snow by purposefully creating patterned snow

drifting, by spraying trees, by building ice and snow sculp-

tures, etc. Environmental art can spruce up a monochromatic

landscape as can a variety of colours and materials on the

face of buildings (whiIe reducing glare and increasing heat

absorption), Banners and appropriate street lighting are

also effective ways of adding vitality to the environment at

this scale of consideration.

28 According to Xenia Zepic, "The most recently developed
product is Verglimit I a pavement mix developed in Switz-
erland to prevent the formation of ice on bridge decks,
overpasses and accident-prone stret.ches of road." The
use of this type of paving material would greatly reduce
the need for larEe dosages of salt and sand which are
presently prescribed. See "Winter Cities¡ Restructuring
the Transportation-Land Use Relationship", RESHAPING
f^flNTER CITIES, pp. 70t71.
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4. Macro-Aspatial

As the label suggests, this level of considerat,ion is gener-

aIIy concerned with social and economic issues that can

affect entire urban centres. I,rith respect to the economy'

John Royle cites a policy statement by the Science Council

of Canada which attempts to take advantage of our northern

climates "We must encourage the indigenous development of

those technologies where we have a geographical advan-

tage. "2e This would imply initiatives as diverse as the

promotion of research into winter related phenomena or the

promotion of winter tourism.

Leaning more toward social issues would be suggestions

such as winter employment and training programs, winter

health care and safety, and winter subsidies to lower income

groups for heating allowances, winter clothing needs, etc.

Still focusing on the disadvantaged would be efforts Èo

ensure the equitable distribution and availability of recre-

ational opportunities (free skating is meaningless if you do

not own a pair of skates) and transit assistance with

respect to winter-oriented activities. Another direction

includes the development of winter fitness and sports pro-

grams.

As well

be labeIIed

there

as

is

have been aspatíaI responses which can

new directions in urban management.

toward time managemenL of facilities

best

The

andchief thrust

2s John Royle, rrThe Challenge of Being Northerrì", RESHAPING
WINTER CITIES, p.59.
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services which corresponds to the seasons. For example, the

scheduling of transit service is presently tíme-structured

according to Lhe hour of the day ( increased service at rush

hours) and the day of the week (reduced service on Sundays).

This could extend into seasonal consideration as welI,

allowing for more responsive service during the severest

winter months. Also along this line, seasonaL consideration

should be incorporated when apportioning municipal funds'

particularly with respect to recreation budgets.

5, Meso-Àspatial

At the neighborhood or urban sector level I aspatial respon-

ses to winter tivability can support or encourage spatial

goa1s. For example, to facilitate the clustering of buitd-

ings within a development, set-back regulations might be

replaced by "build-to" requirements. As we11, guidelines

might be developed for optimizing relationships to the ele-

ments such as access to 1ight, wind impact studies, and

shadow pattern studies" Residentially efforts to make bet-

ter winter-use of summer playgrounds ís one direction that

can be taken.

On a more social plane, not enough has been done to eval-

uate the aspatial needs of special interest groups. The

elderly in particular, whether in senior citizen centers or

in their own homes, are often terribly restricted in mobili-

ty during the winter months. The interconnection of service
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and amenity facilities around care homes would be a boon to

their needs. Likewise, the requirements of the poor and

disadvantaged can become more acute in winter to be home-

less in winter can be fatal. Emphasizing home comfort, an

agreement v¡ith the utility companies to disallow povrer cut-

offs in winter is one step toward ameliorating Lhe situ-

ation. After all, Hans Blumenfeld is right when he States

that rr. . .â Iivable home is by far the most important ingre-

dient of a livable city. " 3o

6. Micro-Aspatial

The micro-aspatial leveI relat,es to the individual and indi-

vidual needs. Consequently suggested responses vary enor-

mously, most aimed at public poticy, but some at policies in

the private sector" Designated working hours is an example

of the latter" It was mentioned in an earlier footnote that

many firms resort to "summer hours". An office policy of

"winter hours" might attempt to offset the reduced daylight

hours of winter by offering two-hour lunch breaks so that

employees could take advantage of the Iimited daylight. À

complementary office policy might involve concurrent fitness

or recreational programs"

Another direction which is , ofLen overlooked (perhaps

because it is too obvious) is what Len Vopnfjord calls a

"fundamental change in attitude toward what is acceptable in

3o Hans Blumenfeld, "Problems of Winter in the City",
RESHAPING I^fINTER CITIES ' p.50.

*
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vrinter attire."3l Sensibte outerwear, in itself , can make

the winter more bearable. Of course the question of equity

for the poor and disadvantaged emerges in t.his regard as

weIl" Further along this idea, Vopnfjord states that "such

outerwear would require more extensive lobbies in buildings

with public locker rooms to enable the transition to indoor

temperatures. " 3 2

Further responses which emerge include winter driving

tests which could be made mandatory and be accompanied by

education on safety and emergency measures. AIso, and this

relates to time management mentioned earlier, the length of

st.reet-light crossing time for pedestrians could be

increased in winter. Às well, to encourage transit use'

standards which set maximum walking distances to stops could

be adopted, and transit routes and bus sÈops could receive

priority for snovr removal (as they presently do in many cit-

ies).
In short, attitudinal changes to the winter, if they are

to occur, must eventually have ramifications at this leveI.

Àny response which moves toward that goal must be consid-

ered. Thus when Vlalter Kehm suggests that "consultants

should be made to present grey and white winter plans as

well as t,he usual 'green' scheme"33 the intent is to effect

3 I Leonard w.
CITY, p. 9.

Vopnfjord, "The Planner's RoIe", THE WINTER

32 rbid.
3 3 walter

City",
H. Kehm, "The Landscape of the Livable Winter
RESHAPING WINTER CITIES, p.59.

ürßp
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changes in attitude and ingrained habits. Such efforts can-

not be trivialized.

While this concludes the listings, it should be reiterat-

ed that the six levels of consideration just presented have

been introduced as a possible classification system" Within

each category there is room for an infinite number of sug-

gested responses. Those list.ed have, for the most part,

been indicative of general trends and the types of consider-

ations which relate to them. Certainly numerous additional

alternatives exist which, by design, have not been listed.

These are limited only by the imagination. With some addi-

tional effort this categorical amalgamation can be extended

to develop a true winter livability inventory for any spe-

cific case and which can be referred to when straLegic

options are to be formulated.

3.6 Conclusion

Although t.here is much yet to be done with respect to

transformíng our cities into more Iivable winter environ-

ments, there have to date been a significant number of

accomplishments. There is in fact, âD expanding body of

case vrork that can serve aS useful reference to further

progress. As weIL, short of actual accomplishments, there

exists a wide array of innovative ideas, creative proposals,

and suggested approaches to existing problems which offer
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even greater hope for the future. As Norman Pressman

states ¡

We have accumulated a significant body of litera-
ture and know-how dealing with technological,
social and environmental issues and impacts of
development in the winter latitudes. The critical
work wiII be the translation of the crÍteria into
urban desigDS, community organizations and devel-
opment policies...34

Surely one of the keys to success must lie in our ability to

ret,rieve this acquired knowledge and informatíon and to pu!

it to good use. IL is hoped that the classification system

devised here will help in this regard.

One of the advantages of sorting out proposals in this

way is to gain insights into points of major emphasis and

areas of greatest concern. For example, devising methods to

neutralize the itl-effects of winter winds at grade level

appears to be one of the main priorities both in terms of

policy and design solutions. Conversely, litt.le has been

done with regard to determining the role of the private sec-

tor, particularly in terms of office policy measures' It

appears that the position adopted by most writers seems to

be that Iittle will happen privately without some form of

public involvement (be it through incentives or regula-

tions). The fact is, much can be done without incurring

economic deficibs and v¡ith minimum effort" Time management

which varies seasonally has already been mentioned and is

but one example. Efforts should be expended to develop

34 Pressman, "Developing Livable Winter Citi€S", RESHAPING
WINTER CITIES, P.zV .
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more.

Yet it must be borne in mind that because six levels of

consideration have been formulated does not necessarily mean

that each level should receive equal attention. In actuafi-
ty, there is no formula of apportionment, nor should there

be. These decisions must necessarily vary with the applica-

tion" The validity of the categorizat,ion lies in the con-

scious determination of where the efforts should be directed

as opposed to formulating random strategies with no discer-
nible pattern. The intent is to optimize the effects of

planning for winter Iivability.
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Chapter IV

PROPOSAT.¡ À BLTIEPRINT FOR ACTION

Men develop strategies in order to chart paths of
Ieast resistance toward their objectives.l

AIan Altshuler

As mentioned at the outset, this thesis has a dual pur-

pose. To this point it has fulfilled but half of this
objective explaining the winter city concept. It has

done so by summarizing the views expressed by others, offer-
ing insights into the philosophical standpoint concerning

the man/nature relationship, and proposing a classification
system for issues related to increasing winter livability.
This work forms a base for the next step, namely the

establishment of a methodology toward an implement,ation

strategy. The use of the phrase toward an implementation

strategy is deliberate and appropriate since Lhe out,come

is not int.ended to produce an ultimate solution but rather,

a first step in an important direction. À study of the pro-

eess of implementing winter Iivability schemes, âs well as

the means that are available, is crucial to the successful

promotion of the winter ciLy and this chapter will outline

I Alan AItshuler,
ANÀLYSIS, Cornell

THE CITY PLANNING
University Press,

PROCESS: A POLITICAL
Ithaca, 1965, p.375.

88
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what this entails"
In short, the implementation strategy will be regarded as

the process adhered to in the translation of a plan into

action. However, a plan must exist before it can be imple-

mented, therefore the first sLep in the "blueprint f.or

action" will be to outline the methodology which should be

followed in the formulation of a winter livability plan. It

is hoped that this effort witl stimulate further study in

the area of implementation.

The chapter wiII begin with a brief look at the proposed

general direction which essentially justifies the focus on

planning. This will be followed by a more detailed look at

the planning process involved specifically, the two-

tiered approach to planning comprised of guiðance and pro-

gram which naturally leads to a suggested procedural strat-

egy. A point of consideration in this strategy is the

selection of appropriate means of implementation. Conseq-

uently, the following two sub-sections will classify the

available options and relate them to an actual case study.

Finally, the chapter wiII conclude with an examination of

t.he possibilities for the functional application of this

strategy with consideration given to the existíng Livable

Winter City Association.
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4.1 General Dírection

Winter Iivabitity proposals can be applied within the

urban context in a variety of ways. In general terms, the

favoured methods appear to be:

. the master plan approach wherein provisions for win-

ter livability measures are incorporated within a plan-

ning document which then becomes legislated,2
. the design review board -- wherein proposals for physi-

cal intervention within the entire urban context or

selected parts of it must be approved by a revievr pan-

ol .3v¿ t

. Èhe ttad hoctt approach -- whereby winter livability is

achieved through the independent actions of architects,

planners, engineers, politicians, etc.4

For example, John C. Royle in an article entitled "How to
Make Cities More Livable in Winter" (CANÀDIAN GEOGRAPHIC,
voI.104, no.1, Feb./uar", 1984, p"22) has stated that
"Regina and Saskatoon have master plans to make themselves
model winter cities. Their intent is to turn the year
around, putting heavier emphasis on outdoor winter act'ivi-
ties. Henceforth, summertime parks and playgrounds would
get a smaller proportion of their recreation budgets."

In the LWCA NEWSLETTER, vo].3, no.3, June 1 , 1 983,
pp.11-13, william C. Rogers explains how such a system has
been used with some success in Minneapolis. Called the
Committee on Urban Environment (Cue), it has served as an
advisory committee to council since 1968. Although its
powers are Iimited, it is presently attempting to develop
ã oesign Review CommitLee "with real teeth". In Winnipeg'
design-review has been legislated within the HW zoning
by-Iaw which covers the Historic T,linnipeg ResLoration Àrea
of downtown (see this chapter, footnote 26).

Included in this list of independent actions are the
expected cases of individual building design, Iandscape
deèign, etc. and also the independent government actions
expressed through singular programs and regulations which
do not form part of a larger scheme.

2

3

4
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White "ad-hocism" may achieve limited success' significant

advancements wiII necessarily require a more organized

approach, especially if the results are expected to display

some degree of cohesiveness. Review boards are limited as

well in that they have been applied exclusively to physical

interventions and are virtually ineffective in terms of

aspatial consideraÈions. Consequently, this chapter will

concentrate on planning methodology aS the appropriate tool

to instigate winter Iivability proposals.

As was evidenced in Èhe last chapter, winter livability

encompasses a vast array of possibilities from smaII to

large scale, and physical as well as non-physical responses.

This expanse of winter-related concerns coincides with the

broad base of planning concerns generally addressed in a

master plan. If the successful application of such a wide

range of ideas is to be realized in a formal, rational man-

ner, then the most appropriate instrument would appear to be

this form of long range comprehensive plan.

Yet Iong range comprehensive planning and its product,

the master plan, have been criticized in the past as inef-

iective. One of the chief critics, Alan Àltshuler' states'

for example, that comprehensive planners overStep their lim-

itations when striving for comprehensiveness. PIanners, he

argues, are committed to a synoptic view which purports not

only to comprehend the workings of all the specialist groups

involved in the planning process, but also to understand the
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overall public interest and the impact of actions upon it.s

In other words¡ âS encapsulated by Ira Robinson, the master

planner is presented "as the man whose job it is to tell the

other specialists how to do their jobs because he knows so

much about them and can coordinate them into a master plan

which i s based on a super ior view of the pubt ic int,erest . " 6

Having deified themselves in this wêY, master planners þtere

certainly doomed to failure. The repercussions of this

approach have, over the years, resulted in a general suspi-

cion toward master plans.

Nevertheless, comprehensive planning (and the master

plan) may stitl be the most appropriate instrument in the

struggle to add legitimacy to the goals of winter Iivabili-

ty. What is required beforehand however, is a redefinition

of the planning methodologY, to account for the shortcom-

ings.

As a response to Altshuler's criticism, John Friedmann

has offered such a modification. He maintains that compre-

hensiveness can stilt be achieved if the focus of planning

is shifted from a static end product to a dynamic process-

oriented activity. To accomplish this he draws a distinc-

tion between what he ca1ls policy and program. This allows

planning to proceed at two differenL levels. PoIicy plan-

s Altshuler, THE CITY PLANNING PROCESS, p.299.

6 Ira M. Robinson, DECISION-MÀKING
INTRODUCTION TO NEW METHODOLOGIES'
erley Hi11s, 1972' P.35.

IN URBAN FLANNTNG: AN
Sage Publications, Bev-
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ningT offers long term coverage through a guidance framework

foltowing what Friedmann caIIs I'performance goals" while

program planning is based on incremental, short term plans

based on "achievement goaIS" that correspond to the guidance

p1an.

The general direction recommended in the formulation of a

blueprint for action is toward this type of two-tiered plan-

ning. As stated by Robinson, the intent is ".n.to bridge ad

hoc, project-type planning, and long range comprehensive

planning in order to bring planning, policy and action clos-

er together""s The process involved wiII now be elaborated

upon.

412 rhe Planninq_ Ë¡gsllss

Although planning may take place at the two levels of

guidance and program, the process of planning at both these

levels may be the same. In order to gain a better apprecia-

tion of whaL this process entails, it is necessary to select

a planning model as a frame of reference. One that is com-

monly referred to is the traditional model put forth by Ira

Robinson" Although Robinson examines new planning methodol-

ogies, he examines them in reference to what he calls "the

now familiar and well-established model of the rational

7 To avoid confusion with policy as
ously, this type of planning wilI
plann i ng .

ir
be

has been
IabeI led

used previ-
as guidance

e Robinson, DECISION-MAKING IN URBAN PLANNING, pp.311,312.
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planning process. "e It involves five interrelated steps!

1. Goal-setting

2. Plan-formulation

3. Plan-evaluation

4 " PIan-implementation

5" Plan-review and feedback

These stages outline the procedure that is generally fol-

Iowed in the course of any planning strategy. They there-

fore apply equally well to both the guidance plan as well as

the program p1an.

Friedmann, to reiterate, has stipulated that the goaI-

setting stage be sub-divided into performance goals and

achievement goals. The first stage involving the formula-

Lion of performance goals is concerned with the city as a

whole. The result is guidance planning which "Iooks toward

maintaining the cíty as a delicately balanced socio-spatial

system in a state of dynamic equilibrium. " 1 o The next stage

involves achievement goals which are concerned with main-

taining or reaching acceptable levels of achievement in a

variety of functional activities or secLors (transportaLion,

education, recreation, etc. ) According to Friedmann then,

it should be possible to incorporate the performance goals

for a city into "an urban development framework or polícíes

(guidance) plan and to derive from this plan specific pro-

e r bid. , pp "27 ,28 .

1o Friedmann, "Performance GoaIs and Achievement GoaIs",
DECISION-MAKING IN URBAN PLANNING, p.44.



gram guidelines in aII the subject areas that'

to the city for a period of five to ten years.

The result of this type

without the rigidity of the

process-oriented rather than

has commented on Friedmann's
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are of concern
ilI1

of planning is comprehensiveness

master plan. Planning becomes

product-oriented. Ira Robinson

proposal with this summation:

As long as the planner defines the units, compo-
nents , and goals of hi s system ( ttre c i ty as a
whole) in such a way as to maximize the freedom of
the public and private decision-makers to optimize
their systems within hís framework -- and as long
as both he and the public and private specialists
realíze the nature of their inter-relationships
it is possible to consider comprehensive goals for
a city which, in essence, represent performance
criteiia or requirements for the whole city-
system. t 2

The planning process outlined here is well suited to the

goals of winter Iivability, particularly in light of the

desire for comprehensiveness that has been expressed by win-

Ler city advocates as demonstrated in the last chapter"

Unfortunately, there appearS to be little momentum toward

following such a course of action.

The winter city concept can lay claim to some explicit

goats (as referred to in Chapter I ), goals which in many

cases have been followed by a series of elaborate objec-

tiveS. In Some cases, these have even been incorporated

into plans whích have been formulated and implemented"

These accomplishrnents however, have largely been isolated

ef f or+,s " The reason being that the separation between gui-

1 1 rbid" , p" 45.

12 Robinson, DECISION-MAKING IN URBAN PLANNING' P.36.



dance and

two have

eral i zed

serve as

program has never been expressly articulated.

always been meshed together. There exists no

guidance plan for winter Iivability which

a basis for the smaller, better-defined
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The

9en-

could

program

p1ans.

Yet, consciously or not, there has been a desire to

develop such a two-tiered planning proceSS. Norman Pressman

in discussing the purpose of the book RESHAPING wINTER

CITIES alludes to a coincident breakdown of stages:

The aim of this book is not to provide "ultimate"
solutions for specific communities or countries.
Instead, it is to describe a general and broad-
based approach toward improving livability in cit-
ies from which various Iocalities with their
respective site and culture specific issues can
derive guiðelines for deveJ.oprnents and polícies.
It is tñis more generalized conceptual basis which
can serve as a framework for enhancing the quality
of community Iife. l 3

Pressman is thus advocating a system similar to the guidance

acknowledgíngplan and program plan Promoted

that site-specific guidelines

national l-evel. And although

something of a guide in itself,

by Friedmann,

by not clearly delineating the two

cannot be

the book

it faIIs
Ieve I s

formulated at a

is intended to be

short of this aim

involved.

in íts realization
outlined by

reference to

can be estab-

What would clarify the intent and help

is adherence to the five-stage planning process

Robinson. It must first be accomplished in

a coordinated frontperformance goals before

Norman Pressmanr "rntroduction", RESHAPTNG wTNTER CITTES:
CONCEPTS, STRATEGIES AND TRENDS, Livable Winter City
Association, University of Waterloo Press, 1985, p.16.
(ttre highlighted phrases have been added for clarity" )

l3

StiF
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lished toward achievement goals.

4"3 Methodoloqical Strateov

As might be expected, the recommended strategy is one

which follows the planning process just outlined. The com-

plexity of planning for winter Iivability warrants this type

of approach. To reiterate, it involves two levels of plan-

ning guidance planning for the city as a whoIe, and pro-

gram planning for specific developments" The intent is to

ensure compliance between small scale interventions and

overall goaIs.

As it stands, independent smaII-scaIe planning and design

sLrategies wilI result in minor successes with haphazard

application. Yet, this criticism is not to be viewed as

contradictory to the second proposition postulated by Press-

man (as outlined in Chapter III). Once again;

I t i s the cumulat ive ef f ect of small-scal"e inter-
ventions and incremental responses embodied in
policies and designs which will contribute to the
ächievement of the livable winter city" I 4

The key to the successful realization of this proposition

Iies in the nature of the accumulated product. The cumula-

tive effects should not produce a random patt,ern but rather

a recognizable, coordinated plan if t,hey are to have maximum

impact. The whole can be more than Lhe sum of its parts and

the proposed two-tiered planning model can facilitate the

required coordination by establishing a guidance plan at the

1 4 Idem. ,
WINTER

"Developing Livable Winter Citiês", RESHAPING
CITIES, p.45.
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municipal leveI which encompasses the entire spectrum of

winter Iivability goaIs, and offers a framework for the

development of specific objectives.

Even v¡ith this form of comprehensive planníng the empha-

sis of the program level can still be on "small scale inter-

ventions and incremental responses". The fact that planning

for winter Iivability is ultimately concerned with human

comiort makes it imperative that each intervention eventual-

Iy impacL upon the individual. end incrementalism as a

planning strategy makes sense in Iight of the economic real-

ities of our time. These strategies at the program scale

are indicative of the fact that one of the immediate plan-

ning requirements wiIl be a strong link between the guidance

plan and the program plan. Let, us examine what is involved

in each.

I Guidance plan

The major emphasis of a planning strategy musL be on

the development of performance goals and the correspond-

ing guidance plan since it must, define the general lines

that subsequent planning and policy-making activities

should follow. The role of the guidance document is to

frame the range of choices that are open to planners by

setting forth, in explicit terms, information regard-

ing: I s

1s Derived in part from John S. grillson, Philip Tabas, Mari*
an Henneman, COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING AND THE ENVIRONMENT;
À MANUÀL FOR PLANNERS, Abt Books, Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, 1979 , P.92 "
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the overall goals and the basis for their formula-

tion, be it the result of preference expressed

through citizen input, objectives derived from tech-

nical studies, etc.
planning principles and assumptions applied by plan-

ners

guidelines for the design of alternative solutions

and evaluation procedures

some indication of priorities, emphases' and policy

implications

The degree of detail and range of policy topics

addressed must align themselves with the scale of con-

sideration which has been stipulated as the municipal

Ievel. The difference between this type of document and

what is usually prepared for the consideration of munic-

ipal decision-makers is that it deals with values. It

should be a statement of desire for the future. Àccord-

ing to Willson, €t aI.:
guidance framework plans of recent years

have emphasized o o o more explicit documenta-
tion of the philosophic basis and assumptions
underlying the policy rules; when these are
made explicit, they can be more readily
reviewed and revised in light of changing cir-
cumstances. 1 6

The advantage of a guidance plan then, is that it forms

a basis for evaluation. while it will certainly also

provoke some contention, there is established a focal

point for dialogue and when the guidance plan is eventu-

16 rbid., p"93.
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ally decided upon and accepted other advantages emerge:

1 " the specific planning alternatives which result

v¡ilI have a far greater Iikelihood of being valid

options

2. agencies and departments engaged in functional

planning are in a betLer position to coordinate

their individual actions

3. the information provided gives private citizens

and public officials a basis for making informed

choices among alternatives put before them by

planners. 1 7

These advantages coincide with opinions which have

been voiced in relation to an actual working document

which can serve as a reference. The "Goals for Vancou-

ver" document (Vancouver City Planning Commission, Feb-

ruary 1980) embodies much of what has been outlined here

as the requiremenLs for a guidance plan (although not in

relation to the winter livability concept). rn it, lhe

goals for the city have been grouped into ten elements

eg. The Economy of the City, Movement in the City'

etc. Each of these elements is subdivided into a series

of goals" For example, under Element IX Special Con-

cerns of the City, are listed one or two goals related

to each of the five categories of heritage' energy'

farmland, character and identity, and quality of life.

Under "quality of Iife", for example, the goal is:

17 rbid"
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To manage growth and change so as to ensure a
high quality of life for all citizens of van-
couver, and to recognize that there can be no
one guality of Iife for everyone, by allowing
freedom to choose.

Fotlowing the stated goal are suggested implications for

polícy such as, in this case, the identification of a

list of social and quality of Iife indicators. The doc-

ument thereby plots not only the intended direction, but

the implications of that. choice as welI.

This guidance document is intended to form the basis

of all subsequent planning decisions made in Vancouver

while avoiding pitfalls through an ongoing system of

monitoring and evaluating. Such a model is weII suited

to the needs of the winter city movement.

The classification system for winter related issues

established in the previous chapter is meant to facili-

tate the transformation of winter livability information

as it presently exists into a document formatted along

similar lines to the "Goals for Vancouver". The basis

for establishing winter livability goals can foIlow the

macro-spatial to micro-aspatial categories gleaning

goals from the summary of issues and concerns that have

been amalgamated within each section.

The guidance p1an, however, means nothing in itself"

It musL lead to a further stage in the planning straLegy

if. it is to fulfitl its purpose. That next stage is the

program plan.
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ProEram plan

Whereas the guidance plan is site-specific in its

relation to a particular municipality, it is general

enough to encompass the entire spectrum of winter Iiv-

ability goa1s. The program plan meanwhile, can be

either site-specific in relat,ion to a particular dis-

trict or neighborhood within the given city, oF issue-

specific in that it focuses on one particular facet of

the guidance plan. In other words, the program plan is

really any planning action taken within the urban con-

text that fashions itself to the guidance plan. The

range, focus, and level of detail can vary to suit the

instance, and consequently, cannot be elaborated upon in

terms of specific requirements. It should however, be

evaluated in accordance with its conformity to the gui-

dance plan.

The original concern expressed at the outset vfas to gain

insight into the Iinkage between idea and action and thereby

increase the Iikelihood of winter Iivability suggestions

being manifested in urban programs and design. The suggest-

ed planning methodology which has been elaborated upon here

represenLs one facet of that linkage. The two-level plan-

ning strategy however, must itsel t f.olIow due process at

each of the levels as stipulated earlier in the Robinson

planning methodology model. Within that process of goal-
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setting, plan-formulation, planrevaluation, etc. comes the

point where Lhe agreed upon plan must be implemented. This

involves further exploration into the translation of plan t.o

action. Obviously the implementation of a guidance plan

will represent a different leveL of action than will the

implementation of a program plan. But the means available

to achieve the implementation may be the same.

The following sub-section will examine the options avail-

able in determining the most appropriate means of implement-

ing a particular plan.

4.4 Implenentation Options

In a book which links planning to environment,al concerns

the authors have stated that "the implementation of a plan

is really an attempt by the public to influence public and

private activities in a way that is consisLent with a plan's

policies and recommendations... " 1 I Consequently, developing

an implementation strategy represents an attempt to bridge

the gap between plan and action, which is, arguably, the

weakest link in the winter city movemenL. In order to

strengthen this linkage it is important to review the

opt i ons ,

The methodology that is being examined calls for a dif-

ferentiation between what can be called the method of imple-

mentation versus the means of implementation. As an iIlus-

1 I willson et
ENVIRONMENT,

al " ,p.155.

6*íF

COMPREHENSTVE PLANNING AND THE
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tration, cerLain urban design principles may be the

appropriate method chosen !o apply specific winter Iivabili-
ty suggestions but it may be a government-initiated develop-

ment incentive which supplies the means by which it becomes

realized. The difference, âs explained here, is that the

chosen method is a component of the guidance plan while the

means supplies the necessary link for transformation into
action as part of the program plan,

Vlillson et aI. have suggested that these linkages or

means may be classed as formal or informal.ls Informally, a

plan, ot parts of a plan, might be implemented simply by

persuasion, by supplying the right information, or by apply-

ing political or popular pressure. Formal means of imple-

menting plans on the other hand, ilây be categorized as leg-

islative, administrative, and regulatory. Through these

three, "local governments have available a wide range of

implementation instruments that can guide both public

and private developrnent t,oward a good urban environment."20

Il becomes obvious at once t,hat the po¡{er of implementation

rests with the government, (formal means). If an interest
group or organization such as the Livable Winter Cit,y Asso-

ciation, having assembled a plan for improving winter liv-
ability, wishes to implement it, t,hey must resort to persua-

sion, education or pressure through lobbying. If such a

plan is devised within the bureaucracy however, its imple-

r e rbid.
20 Ibid. p.5.
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mentation can, in the extreme, actually become a legal

requirement. CIearIy, if more than just mild success is to

be realized, the winter city advocates must work with gov-

ernment toward a common goal" It may be unavoidable not to,
and the combination of formal and informa] means should

enhance the chances for success.

The best results are likely to be achieved by some
combination of two or more approaches because
implementation is rarely a single-purpose affair

which is usually the case in the pursuit of
mul"tifaceted environmental, economic, and social
objectíves. 2 1

The informal means of persuading, informing or applying

pressure (lobbying) are self-explanatory. The formal means

(public involvement) requires further elaboration.
Willson et aI. have classified these means as I) direct

implementing actions, 2) regulatory approaches, and 3) indí-
rect incentives and disincentives. 2 2 Each will now be

looked at in more detail.
o Direct Implementing Actions

"When government itself spends money for various pur-

poses or pro jects, i t implements pJ-ans di rectly. The

forms of government spending range from outright grants

to various forms of subsidization."23 It must be borne

in mind that in these instances the governmenL is not

simply supplying incentives but is getting directly

21 rbid.
22 Ibid.
23 rbid.

pp.155,I56.

pp. 156-205 "

p.156.
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involved in the implementation of a particular scheme.

Three of the most common ways this may be achieved ares

1. Pub1ic Acquisition of Land

This can involve outright purchase of the land either as

a market property or by expropriation, or may involve a

long-term leasing contractr or the imposition of ease-

ments on a particular property.

2" PubIic Construction of Improvements

This may involve the installation of basic utilities

such as sewer, water, roads, etc. or may be larger ser-

vices such as airports or dams" These projects can

affect the placement, type, and timing of development.

Closely related to this is the capital improvements pro-

gramming which is the proposed schedule of public works.

It is generally based on an accepted plan and is inex-

tricably related to fiscal capacity. One of the main

advantages of such programming is +-hat it ".. nôf f ords a

basis for bringing order out of the complex relations

that exist among neighboring and overlapping units of

locaI governmeRts."24

3. PubIic Assistance to Development

This involves direct assistance to the private sector

channeling development toward a desired end" Many exam-

ples are availabte such as the recently expired Canada

Rental Supply Program (CnSp) where the federal govern-

ment subsidized the developer per housing unit con-

24 rbid. p,163.
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structed in order to compensate for rent controls. Pub-

lic assistance has played a major role in historic pres-

ervation as welI"

Regulatory Àpproaches

Plan implementation can also foIlow a regulatory

route operating within a lega1 framework and adminis-

tered as a form of "police powertt.25 In such instances

the result.s are land use controls. As stated by Cameron

Harvey:

although some land use control can be and
is exercised through our tort law and through
a combination of our contract, and real proper-
ty law in the form of restrictive covenants,
land use is controlled for the most part now
through municipal legislative action. The
primary land use control tools are development
control (used extensively, if not exclusively,
in Europe) and zoning (the favourite device in
North America), supplemented by various build-
íngu health, and pollution control by-Iaws,
and by subdivision control.26

Consequently, the objectives of a particular plan can

become mandatory through legal imposition, often in the

form of a bylaw. Zoning for instance, can be a powerful

tool applicable in a variety of ways" It the

one hand, be simply a land use designation
( residential ) which lists certain Iand

acceptable within the classificat,ion.
hand, it may become very detailed to the

fiây, on

such as R-1

uses that are

On the other

point of con-

25 rbid. p.168.
26 Cameron Harvey,

GOVERNMENT FOR
STUDENTS, Volume

AN INTRODUCTION TO
UNIVERSITY OF MANTTOBA
Two, L979, p"159.

LAW AND LOCAL
CITY PLANNING
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trolling renovations, colour use, signage, etc. as seen

in the Historic Winnipeg Restoration Area, (HW zon-

ing).27 The effect here is of a design control board

which oversees virtually aIl the construction activity
within Lhe designated area. This approach is often

viewed as dictatorial but is nonetheless very effective
in realizing the objectives of a detailed plan. Zoning,

therefore, can stipulate performance standards. FIexi-

bility can be introduced through variances.

The limiting factors to regulatory approaches are

constitutional issues which require that such actions be

in the public interest, involve no discrimination, com-

pensate for private losses, etc. Plans, in short, must

be just in order to achieve legal status and be imple-

mentable.

InðírecÈ IncentÍves and Disincentives

The implementation of a plan can also be facilitated

by ". . .public policy actions that influence private

development indirectly.r'28 This approach in fact is not

only the most common but may be the mosl effective as

weII. Willson et al" suggest that:

27 The HW zoning controls:
the use (allows commercial, residential and "compat-
ible" uses ) ;
the height (g stories maximum, 2 stories minimum);
the maLerials (colour, type, signage, etc. ) "Any change requires a "certificate of appropriateness"

from the Historic t^Tinnipeg Advisory Committee before a
building permit can be issued.

28 John T^Tillson eT af ., COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING AND THE
ENVIRONMENT, p.199.

6
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Because of the constitutional shortcomings of
government' s regulatory authority and because
of the financial constraints in which govern-
ments often find themselves, indirect public
incentives and disincentives often are more
effecLive in implementing plans and shaping
private behaviour than regulatory and/or
direct governmentaL actions. 2s

There are Lhree main vrays to institute indirect public

influence over plan implementation"

1. PubIic InvesLment PoIicy

PubIic expenditures such as those mentioned earlier as

"direct actions" often have ramifications which extend

beyond the immediate objectives. Àn example is the

development that follows the construction of highway

interchangesn A strong investment policy should antici-
pate such actions and become the shaper of new develop-

ment rather than being reactive to it. It can, for

example, give preferential treatment to development.

which accommodates the c1imat,e.

2. Pub1ic Fiscal and Tax Policy

Taxation has been, and still is, used primarily to raise

revenues. Recently however, unwittingly or by design,

it has expanded its function. Taxation is increasingly

being used as a form of land-use control through such

methods as tax deferal, pr€ferential assessment, capital
gains tax, transfer of development rights, and compensa-

tory regulations which are a form of atonement to land

2s lbid. p. 1 99. ÀIthough
the Àmerican situation,
in a Canadian context.

the authors here
the conclusion

are referring to
is equally valid

e;þP
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ovrners for restrictions on use.

3. Development Incentives

Municipalities can indirectly encourage private action

in favour of public objectives through regulatory mecha-

nisms. For example, impact zoning ",..in which develop-

ment is evaluated in terms of its effects on a particu-

Iar site and a particular community rather than on the

category of use"" A1so, incentive zoning wherein "under

the special permit process, a municipality may approve

particular uses contingent upon the developer's agree-

ment to incorporate certain design considerations ín the

development."3o This system of trade-offs is becoming

common practice in many urban centers because of the

simple manner in which it combines police power with

some form of compensation.

These then constitute the means available to implement

plans through the political and bureaucraLic system. Not

only is there room for expansion and innovation within the

three categories of direct, regulatory, and indirect means

buL there is also the possibility of combining these

approaches. To gain a better appreciation of how these

options can become manifested into an actuai. implementation

strategy, it will- be beneficial to examine a case study.

3 o r bid. pp .204 ,205.
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Before doing so however, one final point should be made.

Because many of the approaches mentioned can involve more

than one leveI of government, intergovernmental mechanisms

for coordinating implementation activities are essential. A

system of cross-level mandatory reviews and notifications

should be an integral parL of the implementation system.

À Case Studv of lmolementatíon

Although rnany good examples exist, the development of the

Plus 15 system in Calgary is worth studying because of the

vray in which availabte means were fashioned to suit the

ex i st i ng conLext "

The PIus 15 system is a pedestrian netv¡ork of enclosed

walkways elevated one storey above grade.3l while the sys-

tem's effect,iveness is largely due to public accessibility

through the individual buildíngs, the most visible part of

the system is comprised of a series of pedestrian bridges

between buildings" There are presently over 30 such bridges

in downtown Calgary" As a winter livability response t,his

is an effective solut.ion although it represents an extreme

position by offering total protection from the elements.

Yet the solution still offers visual contact with the out-

doors whích is an important consideration.

31 The system is ca1led "PIus 15"
na1 clearance over the roadwaY
feet. À plan of the network is

in reference to the origi-
which was designated as 1 5
supplied in Appendix rrArr.
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The translation of idea into action was remarkably quick

with the system taking conceptual form in 1969. It was in

the course of a planning study, according to D. Collins et

ôI., when "the City recognized that the successful develop-

ment of t,he Core was considered dependant in large part upon

its capacity for handling large volumes of pedestrians

effectiveIy."32 It chose to pursue an above-grade system of

connections for the follwing reasons:

o a more acceptable walking environment is created visual-

ly and psychologically;

o relocation of costly underground utilities and the costs

of excavation are avoided; and

o improved accessibility between buildings and facilities

is achieved by removing the conflict of at grade vehicu-

]ar traffic.33
The planners also recognized that the PIus 1 5 should be

more than just a skywalk system. Their intent ltas also to

create interesting public spaces to complement the pedestri-

an network" The system was to be achieved through a land

use by-Iaw utilizing a bonus structure designed specifically

to encourage it"

32 Dn CoIIins, D. Sinclair and C. Tennant, (Development
Ðivision, Planning Department, City of Calgary), "The
Plus 15 In Downtown Calgary: An Innovative Grade Sepa-
rated Pedestrian Movement System" ' PROSPECTS FOR
PLÀNNING; COMING TO GRIPS VÍITH NEW REALITIES' Proceedings
of the 1982 National Conference of the Canadian Institute
of Planners, Barry S" WeIIar, ed., HuII, Quebec, 1982,
p.209.

3 3 rbid. , pp.209 r210.
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The By-taw stipulates that nevr development in the down-

town area is restricted in size by a designated maximum

floor area ratio (f.e.R.) of 8.34 The bonus system how-

ever , aIlows the developer to create larger buildings by

trading increases in F.A.R. for the creation of public spac-

€Sr amenities, and pedestrian connections which might not

ot,herwise be supplied. The bonus scheme supplies a maximum

reward for the creation of a pedestrian bridge, but the sys-

tem is incremental, therefore, in order to get this maximum

bonus, certain prerequisite standards must be met.35 These

ensure the creation of the complementary public plazas.

According to D. Collins et â1., "...in theory, by the time a

developer and his architect have worked their way through

the bonus system to get to the plum -- a bridge they want

for bonus purposes r they should be producing a series of.

attractive urban spaces. " 3 6

Referring Èo the implementation options reviewed earlier,

the bonus system devised here exemplifies the "incentives"

approach, although, upon closer examination, the total

strategy ínvolves aII three formal implementation approaches

of direct public sector involvement and regulatory imposi-

3 4 A designat.ion
area of a new
the site. In
oi the sit,e
Similarly, a
restricted to

of I F.A.R. means Èhat Lhe overall floor
building cannot exceed I times the area of
this càse, a building which occupies 100e"

is conseguentty restricted to I stories.
building which occupies 50eo of the sile is
16 stories. Etc.

3s A copy

36 rbid.,
of the bonus schedule is supplied in

p.210.

Appendix rrAtr 
e
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tionsr êS vtell aS the incentive scheme. While the means of

implementing lhe Plus 15 network emphasizes the incentive

strategy of the bonus system, there exists some regulatory

Support and direct public involvement alternatives should

the developer choose not to follow the bonus route. In

these cases, the By-Iaw nonetheless requires mandatory prg-

vísiOn for +15 connections and the necessary access through

the building would be made possible via a registered public

easement.

fo take the process of implementation even one Step fur-

ther, the City has found that in order to eliminate some of

the inconsistencies in the actual built form, it must

express its policies in greater detail by adding design

guidelines to the existing By-Iaw.

What is interesting to note about the Calgary experience

i s that:
o It did not begin with the infusion of public sector cap-

ital although public monies were later expended to fiII

the gaps in the Plus 15 network which the city felt v¡ere

desirable and essential buL might not otherwise be

built.
o The process originated as a planning vision clearly

articulated as one of the goals for the Core and

expressed in THE CALGARY PLAN released in 1970 (approved

in 1973\ "37

37 The statement expressed in THE CALGARY
recommended thaL the MaIl (tne 8th
MaIl) Ue complemented by an elevated

PLÀN read: "It is
Àvenue Pedestrian
pedestrian system
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o The implementation strategy involved a combination of

approaches complemenÈary to each other requiring a solid
understanding of the available means to effect the

desired change"

One last point concerning Calgary's PIus 15 should be

made although it is not not germane to the implementation

straLegy. The economic boom Calgary experienced in the 70's

greatly facilitated the rapid materialization oi the con-

cept. In another city or at another time the development of

the network would have occurred at a much slower pace. In

fact, the system developed and expanded so rapidly that the

PIus -15 level was soon thriving to the detriment of grade

level. In recent years there have been efforts to rectify
this situation" Both the AREA REDEVELOPMENT PLÀN prepared

by the Planning Department and the CORE AREA POLICY BRIEF

( 1 982 ) prepared by an indust ry/cítízen/cíty committ,ee

attempt to re-emphasize grade while still retainíng a strong

emphasis on the Plus 15. They do so by strengthening the

requirements for Iinkages between the two.

Whi le pract ical appl icat ion of schernes such as Calgary' s

PIus 15 must necessarily vary according to site-specific
conditions, a generalized strategic formula can nevertheless

be devised which can serve as a useful, procedural guide-

line. This can now be developed.

comprised of open plazas, and enclosed
enclosed walkways, Iinking 8th Avenue with
ing facilities, transit stations, resident
areas of interest throughout the downtown""

or partially
planned park-
ia1 areas and
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4.6 Functí I Àoolicationr A Model

To recap, it has been proposed that the winter livability

concepL, if it is to be recognized as a legitimate concern'

should present its goals as a planning Strategy which encom-

passes the Same degree of comprehensiveness that has been

demonstrated by the six-leve1 breakdown outlined in Chapter

III. Structuring the resulting guidance plan in such a way

offers a framework for the formulation of specific program

plans or projects. If they are to be effective, both levels

of plans must align themselves with appropriate means of

implementation. Since the pov¡er of implementation rests

within the public sector, the guidance plan in particular

should originate within the bureaucracy. It is important to

consider now how this might come about.

o Integration
Most cities prepare master plans that, in effect, articulate

some vision of the future and the method by which that

vision may become reality. To this point, the winter liv-

ability concept has been discussed in the same manner. Yet

the goals of winter livability permeate the urban fabric to

such an extent that the degree of comprehensiveness is vir-

tually the same as most cities' master plan" The key to

implementing climate-responsive solutions therefore, is not

to think of a winter livabitity plan as a separate entity,

an end in itself. Its goals must automatically be associat-

ed with the overall goals of a ciLy and be inseparable from

dfiF
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them if a true winter city ís to be the vision' Planning

for winter livability and planning for a city must ultimate-

1y be the same thing. The crux of this strategy, Lherefore,

lies in the integration of goals. the manner in which this

approach relates to the planning process and methodological

strategy discussed earlier can be seen in Figure 5.

c Process

This model represents in a simplified graphic form how the

overall process might, come about. It represents a seguen-

tial progression from idea to plan to action. In the idea

stage, it amalgamates the goals of winter livability with

the general goals of a particular municipality. In the plan

stage, it redivides these goals into performance 9oa1s and

achievement goals according to the methodological strategy

prescribed by Friedmann as outtined earlier. The action

stage meanwhile, represents the manifestation of the program

plan in implemented responses to be followed by some evalua-

tive measure of feed-back.

To elaborate upon this process, the six leve1s of consid-

eration of winter livability issues described in the previ-

ous chapter (macro-spatial to micro-aspatial) can form lhe

basis for determining general winter livability goaIs" À

municipality, in the preparation of its master plan, like-

wise determines its goals according to a prescribed set of

considerations. The key to success is the integration of

goals at this " idea" stage " I f the winter tivabil|ty con-
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six Jevels of consideration other various considerations

w i nter
Iivability
goals

gene ra I
development

goals

performance goals

policy implications implementation method

GUIDÀNCE PLAI*I

achievement goaì.s

spec i f ic object ives implementation means

PROGR.àT,Í PLAN

re spon 5e s

feed-bac k

Figure 5¡ STRÀTEGIC MODEL
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cept is to achieve more than just mild success, if it is to

display a unity of direction and coordination between

projects, it must have its goals accepted as an integral

part of the municipal planning process. Once a concensus

between goals is achieved at this conceptual siage then the

formulation of a guidance plan will truly reflect the goals

of a "winter cityrr '
This then is the start of the "p1an" stage whereby the

amalgamation of goals becomes articulated in a guidance plan

which forms the basis of aII the ensuing action through the

program plans. The guidance plan should emphasize procesS

of development by outlining policy implications that corre-

spond to the stated goals and by also indicatíng suggested

methodg of implementation (ie., an expansion of' building

codes, a revamped housing policy, etc.).

The ensuing program plan is the next step toward action.

Program plans represent any planning scheme that follows the

guidance plan (indeed, every plan should). The scale may

vary greatly from a five*year plan for the city as a whole

to a short-term community development plan to a site-

specific project. In any case, the methodology should be

one which prescribes det.ailed achievement goals and specific

objectives while aligning these with appropriate means of

implementation. If the program plan originates in the pub-

lic sector, it mighL ítself formulate appropriate means to

suit the plan (sayr ârl incentive program or by-Iaw). If the
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program plan originates in the private sector however, it

must select from existing means (say, the availability of

funds through an existing goverment program). In any case'

the selected means of implementation at this stage is the

crucial Iink to the necessary action.

The action stage therefore represents the application of

the program plan which results in the desired responses.

And as is always the case in any sound methodological strat-

e9y, the actual response should not be the final action, it

should be followed by evaluation and feed-back.

. Inítiatíve
There is no doubt that the process outlined here represents

an idealized situation. It cannot become reality without

considerable effort and patience" Where the initiative

might come from is subject to debate. The model ha.s sug-

gested that the goals of winter Iivability become integrated

into the municipal planníng process since it is here that

the power of implementation is held. This will not occur

vrithout intensive lobbying and public support. It is here

that the Livable Winter City Association (f,WCa) can play a

vital role, in spite of the fact that it is a national

organization fighting for change at the municipal level.

The LWCA can' in fact, support lobbying groups at the

city leveln It has already committed itself to this task

stating that one of its aims is to ". . . i.nf luence the public

and politicians alike to seek changes in urban designs and
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municipal policies. .. "38 Since,. âs has been mentioned, the

key to success is in lhe integration of goals, the LWCA can

hetp this cause tremendously by formulating a set of nation-

al goals which lay out future directions which must be fol-

lowed if a true winter city is to be the result. Such a

statement would serve a dual purpose. On the one hand it

can form the basis for public education, a beacon by which

the LWCA might champion its cause. On the other hand, such

a statement can form the basis by which local groups (munic-

ipal chapters of the LWCAr urtiversity groups, etc,) can lob-

by local governments and by which they may even formulate a

more detailed and refined goals statemenL suited to the par-

ticular municipality. At any rate, íf the process outlined

in the model is to be followed, the initiative must come

from somewhere and the LWCA, having already established

itself as dedicated to this cause' appears to be the leading

contender.

Before concluding this chapter, one final point need be

made. It should be restated that there is stiIl validity in

planning for winter livability through independant projects.

The model has been presented to disptay the ideal manner in

which the goals of winter livability might permeate urban

development and thereby ensure Lhe coordination of all ensu-

ing projects. While we must strive to achieve that situ-

3 I Norman
FORUM,

Pressman, "Developing Livable Winter Citi€s", CIP
6z Nov. , 1984, 9.4.

a
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ation, it wilt not happen overnight. In the meantime,

significant progress can stilI be achieved working "from the

bottom up". It was mentioned in an earlier chapter that

successful projects can help change attitudes which, in

turn, can be responsible for more successful projects. The

ultimate point of the strategy is to effect a change in

attitude at the municipal planning level. Successful

projects can add necessary fuel to the argument in favour of

such a change. Therefore, ât this stage in the winter move-

ment, independant actions stilL have merit. In essence

then, the "blueprint for action" must entail efforts at both

ends of the scale.

4.7 Conclusion

The "winter city movement" has resulted in a goodly num-

ber of accomplishments which have contributed to an increase

in the winter livability of many Canadian urban centers. It

is not a criticism of past accomplishments however, to say

that much more can, and need, be done. Progressive

approaches should be tried, innovative strategies should be

implemented, and new solutions must be sought, in order to

continually strive for maximum gain. Lessons from the pasL'

both positive and negative, are valuable indices for the

future.
It is in this spirit that this "blueprint for action" is

presented. The winter city movement is yet in its infancy
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and the LWCA is but a fledgling organization both must

adjust as they develop. The proposed planning strategy is

int,ended to aid and encourage this development. It cannot

be viewed as a panacea that wiIl create an instant flourish-

ing in the success ratio of winter livability ideas. Rath-

€F, it should be regarded as a too] that will strengthen

future dírection.
In particular, the exercise of formulating clearly artic-

ulated goals will have internal benefits for the LWCA as

well as external benefits for the winter livability cause.

Internally, a greater sense of cohesiveness will be estab-

lished between the national body and the local chapters. It

will also provide the local chapters with a credo by which

they may proceed. ExLernaIIy, a documented statement of

goals can be the basis by which the LWCA lobbies political

decísions and makes its views known. As well, Such a docu-

ment can supply the necessary link to citizen input and pub-

lic education, encouraging feedback and dialogue.

The more one studies the winter livability concep!, the

more one realizes the mult,itude of factors that impínge upon

it. The concept has increased in magnitude to a point, where

a clear direction may no longer be discernible. Surely this

must be rectified if consistent and coordinated results are

to be expected" The planning strategy presented herein

should help in this regard. It suggests how a unity of

direction might be achieved while making the point that
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New possibilities
ers, economÍsts
appealing of aIl
urban lífe. " 6

CONCr,USION

open up for architecLs,
and energy technicians.
is the prospect for a

bui Id-
But most
renered

Peter Broberg

It is not unusual to become so engrossed with a topic as

to lose one's sense of objectivity. As a safeguard, it is

often necessary Lo play the devil's advocate in order to

test the original premises. The outcome either helps to

reaffirm the fundamental beliefs oFr unhappily' casLs a

shadow of doubt over the project. Àt the risk of the lat-

ter, we might ask ourselves whether or not coRcern over t'he

climate should play such a major role in the context of

urban planning. Can it really lead to a "renewed urban

Iife"? Is it necessary that it should? Are we not techno-

logicatly advanced to a point where in facL we can minimize

the role of climate and other natural forces in our lives?

The truth of the matter is that y€sr we are. We can

indeed function reasonably weII while virtually ignoring the

climatic forces around us. ThaÈ is precisely why change is

6 Peter Broberg, "AIL-Year CitieS and Human Developmentrt'
RESHAPING WINTER CITIES; CONCEPTS' STRÀTEGIES AND TRENDS'
Livable Winter City Association, University of Waterloo
Pressr 1985, p.8.
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so difficult it seems to many to be so unnecessary. The

question is not so much what we can and cannot do (although

it does come into play). The crux of the matter is really

what approach we should be taking. And the response is

metaphysical in nature, it is based on values.

By stating t,hat, ne ought to re-evaluate our relationship

with nature and that we ought to adapt a strategy that

brings us into closer harmony with the natural forces, wê

are suggesting there is something amiss in our vaLue system

as it exists. However, attempts to influence changes in

values are inevitably met with resistance. This reaction is

perfectly understandable since values are subjective and

should be questioned. What one person accepts as a moral

imperative may not necessarily be of any importance to

another" This then, is the dilemma. How can we overcome

natural resistance in order to effect value change?

Unfortunately, history has demonstrated that' more often

than not, vre cannot succeed by persuasion alone. Value

changes normally become manifest only when a crisis state is

reached or when it can be demonsLrated unequivocally that

the cost is too great not to change' It took the environ-

mental disasters in the 60's to bring about some measure of

pollution control standards and an enlightened attitude

towards our habitat. IL took t,he oil embargo in the early

70's Lo re-evaluate our energy consumption values"
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ConsequenLIy, the implementation of wint'er livability

concepts which propose a further revision in our value sys-

tem based on a non-adversary position in nature, must be

demonstraLed as a critical necessity if it is to produce the

required changes in values. This wiIl not be easy, although

the facts are clear. John Royle for example, has shown that

there is a "warmward shift of the world's people".7 This

loss of population to vrarm-climate cities has enormous eco-

nomic impact" We need to strengthen argunnents of this type

in order to demonstrate how critical it is to adopt a nevr

att i tude .

The proposed planning strategy is a tool that can help in

this regard. It wilI certainly not be a tide-turning force,

but it can help to articulate the requirements of a revised

value System. And if it can help change our values, iL can

indeed lead to a "renewed urban life".

7 John c. Roy1e, "The
RESHAPING WINTER CITTES,

ChaIlenge of Being Northern",
pp"19-26,
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